APPENDICES
Appendix 1 - Forms and Templates for Cathedral use
a)

Cathedral Children & their Families Policy

Chapter Policy - Children and their families
1.

A child is a person under the age of 18 years. Chapter intends that children participating
in Cathedral activities should be safe, happy and, for the time the activity is taking place,
free from the stresses and strains of any conflict within the family.

2.

Chapter recognises that today families can be diverse with parents not living together
and a family unit involving step parents and siblings and grandparents. Generally, all
family members in the widest sense are important for a child’s happiness and for him or
her to reach their potential.

3.

When a child is enrolled into a Cathedral activity their parent will be asked to provide the
address where the child usually lives. Information (including complimentary tickets when
available) will be sent to that address by email or surface mail. Additional copies of the
information (but not including complimentary tickets) will be sent by email or surface mail
to one other address with the agreement of the parent with whom the child lives, usually
the child’s other parent if they have Parental Responsibility for the child (see notes
below). A child aged over 13 will also be consulted about the provision of this additional
information.

4.

Where a child spends time with a parent or other person under the terms of an agreement
or a Court Order (formerly known as contact), Chapter expects that all the parties will
comply with the terms of that agreement or Order in respect of any concerts they attend.
If the agreement or Order states that the child would not spend time with that person that
day then that person should not approach the child during the interval or at the conclusion
of the concert unless it has been specifically agreed with the parent with whom the child
lives.

5.

Children will be collected from Cathedral events as follows:
a. Choristers in the Girls’ and Boys’ choirs and probationer choristers will either be
collected by the parent with whom the child lives or by another person nominated
by the parent with whom the child lives at the time of enrolment. Any request to
vary this arrangement must either be indicated at the time the child is enrolled
or be received by the activity leader in writing at least 2 days before the activity
takes place. In a genuine emergency a phone call will be acceptable.
a

b. In the case of Youth Choristers, the parent with whom the child lives will be asked
to sign a document authorising the activity leader to release the child into the
care of the person they are expecting will collect them. Activity leaders will ask
the child specifically if the person attending is the person they are expecting to
collect them.
6.

Activity leaders must be aware of a child becoming upset or agitated by the presence of
a parent at an event. If the level of distress is great they should request that parent to
leave and if the parent causing the distress does not do so, the leader should call the
police.

Carlisle Cathedral Chapter, 25.11.14
Review date: November 2015
Notes for those operating the Chapter policy
If a person is claiming they are entitled to information under paragraph 3 above, then it is for
them to prove to the satisfaction of Chapter that they have Parental Responsibility.
A person has Parental Responsibility for a child if:
a. They are the child’s mother
b. They are the child’s father and were married to the mother at the time of the
child’s birth or have since married them
c. They are the child’s father and are named on the birth certificate
d. They are the child’s father and the mother has agreed that they should
e. They are the child’s father and the court has made an order
f. They are the child’s father and they have had at any time a Child Arrangement
Order (previously called a Residence Order) that the child should live with them.
g. Anyone who has had a Child Arrangement Order (previously called a Residence
Order) that the child should live with them for as long as the child has remained
with them
h. Anyone who has a Special Guardianship order for a child
i. Anyone who has adopted a child – and the Parental Responsibility of the birth
parents terminates on adoption
j. A step parent if all persons with Parental Responsibility agree to their having
Parental Responsibility or if the court orders it.
k. Cumbria County Council Children’s Services (or any other local authority) while
there is a Care Order or interim Care order in force.
More than one person can share Parental Responsibility. It is very unusual for it be revoked.
Currently there is considerable diversity between families – single parents, married parents,
unmarried parents, same sex couples, units including grandparents, step families and so on.
The policy applies to all these variations. A child is a person under the age of 18 years.
Chapter intends that children participating in Cathedral activities should be safe, happy and,
for the time the activity is taking place, free from the stresses and strains of any conflict within
the family.
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b)

Code of Conduct for those whose roles involve contact with adults
experiencing abuse, or who may be at risk of abuse or neglect

Code of Conduct for those whose roles involve
contact with adults experiencing abuse,
or who may be at risk of abuse or neglect
If your Cathedral role involves interaction with adults who may be vulnerable you should
operate within these guidelines. Following these guidelines should both ensure that vulnerable
people are protected and Cathedral volunteers are not wrongly accused of abuse or
misconduct.

1.

How do I know if an adult is at risk of abuse or neglect?


They will be over the age of 18;



They will be receiving, or may need to receive, community services because of their age, illness
or a mental or physical disability;



They are, or may be, unable to take care of themselves or unable to protect themselves against
significant harm or exploitation.

The following are examples of people who may be described as vulnerable.


Some, but not all, older people;



People with mental health problems;



People with a disability;



People with learning difficulties;



People with acquired brain damage;



People who misuse substances;



People who are profoundly deaf or visually impaired.

c

2.

Vulnerable people should:


Be treated with respect and dignity;



Have their privacy respected;



Be able to lead as independent a life as possible



Be able to choose how to lead their life;



Have the protection of the law;



Have their rights upheld regardless of their ethnicity, gender, sexuality, impairment or disability,
age, religion or cultural background;



Be able to use their chosen language or method of communication;



Be listened to carefully.

3.

You should ask for help if a person is:


Distressed or agitated;



Is undressed when you visit them



Seems lost or bewildered;



Asks to talk with a priest;



Asks you for money.

4.

This document speaks about:


Your Cathedral volunteer role;



Relationships formed in that role;



Behaviour when you are not in that role;



Minor record keeping and confidentiality;



Sexual conduct;



Financial integrity.

a.

Your Cathedral volunteer role.

Activities in your role may involve encounters with adults who are vulnerable. You should be
aware of your language and behaviour. For example, innuendos or compliments of a sexual
nature are always inappropriate. When a person asks questions or seeks advice around topics
of a sexual nature, you should be discerning about the motives and needs of the person and
should question your own ability to assist them.

b.

Some important things to think about:


Your role may have many aspects to it and may involve social interaction also. Please
remember that you are not professionally qualified to make interventions with vulnerable adults.

d

Any help you offer should not exceed that which a neighbour would offer and you should not
attempt to offer help that you are not qualified to give.


Carefully consider where and how you will interact with this person and make sure that you are
not alone with them.



People generally expect at least one metre of space between them and another person. If
someone has been abused or harassed in the past, this may be uncomfortable for them and
you should sit further away.



The personal safety and comfort of both you and the person you encounter is important.



Think carefully about whether it is appropriate to initiate or to receive any physical contact.
Gestures of comfort may be unwanted or misinterpreted.



Do not promise to keep anything secret. Share any concerns you have with the Canon Warden
at the first opportunity.

c.

Relationships formed


You will need a clear understanding of yourself and how you relate to others, how you increase
the wellbeing of others and how you ensure your own wellbeing and safety.



People in positions of trust have power although this may not be apparent to you. Keeping
clear boundaries is very important. Many relationships formed during activities can become
intertwined with friendships and social contacts making it difficult for you to know which role you
are in at any given time.



You should be particularly careful about interacting with people with whom you have a close
personal or family relationship. If the person requires pastoral care, please contact the Canon
Warden.



Be aware of the dangers of dependency that can develop with those with whom you interact. If
a person begins to make demands on you which are onerous (e.g. telephoning you frequently)
you should speak with the Canon Warden as soon as possible.



You should not undertake to bless, lay hands on or otherwise engage in any form of spiritual
healing.



You should recognise your own limits and not attempt any care that is beyond your competence
or your role. For example you are not qualified to offer therapeutic counselling, deliverance
ministry, counselling to victims of abuse and domestic violence, counselling to perpetrators of
abuse or to offer any form of legal advice. If anyone asks you for help of this type, you should
contact the Canon Warden or the statutory agencies as soon as possible.



Avoid behaving in a way that could give the impression that you inappropriately favour a person
or that you are encouraging an inappropriately special relationship with them.



You should treat the people you encounter with respect and dignity encouraging selfdetermination, independence and choice.

e



You should not undertake personal care unless there is an emergency. If personal care is
needed, (help with physical needs, washing, assistance in using the toilet) you should inform
the Canon Warden or the statutory agencies. In an emergency, you must respect the choices
of the person and seek their consent. You should never do anything of a personal nature to
someone which that person can do for themselves. If you have given emergency help to
someone, you should tell the Canon Warden without delay.



It is possible that you or the person you visit may develop romantic feelings. You need to
recognise this development and make it clear to both the person concerned and the Canon
Warden. No intimate relationship should begin while a volunteer is in a position of trust. The
power and influence that you have over the person you interact with cannot be over-estimated.
An abuse of trust with a person under 18 years of age may be a criminal offence (Sexual
Offences) (Amendment 2000).



You should not exercise your Cathedral role while you are under the influence of drink or drugs
that your doctor has not prescribed.

d.

Behaviour when you are not volunteering


Leaders of Cathedral activities have a trusted role within the Cathedral community and within
local communities. Your behaviour when you are not volunteering can affect how trustworthy
people assume that Cathedral leaders are. The Cathedral expect activity leaders to uphold
Christian values throughout their lives and to be trustworthy in all things.

e.

Minor record keeping and privacy


You should keep a note of any concerns with a date, time and place and a brief account of what
happened.



You should tell the person that you are concerned about that you will be keeping a very brief
note of your concern.



Notes should also be factual and not contain rumour or opinion.



If the person you are concerned about tells you that they are being abused or have been abused
in the past, your note should be as detailed as possible and you should follow the guidelines in
the Quick Reference Safeguarding Guide issued to you with these guidelines. Your notes
should immediately be given to the Canon Warden and will be kept at the Cathedral for the time
currently recommended for Safeguarding records.



You should not publish, share or keep personal data about the people you are concerned about.
You should not take pictures of the person you are concerned about or publish images of them
on social media.



It is possible that you may be asked to share notes that you have kept at some point.

f

f.

Working with fellow volunteers


Fellow volunteers should not be discriminated against, bullied or abused for any reason. You
must not harass fellow volunteers.

You should be aware that other volunteers may be

experiencing stress as a result of their visiting.


You may experience stress if your volunteering role becomes difficult. If you feel weighed down
by it or your concerns about those you volunteer with, do please speak with the Canon Warden
who will be happy to assist you.



Be aware of the needs of your family members and keep clear boundaries between your
volunteering and your home life. Allow sufficient time for relaxation and holidays.



The person to whom you are accountable to for your role is the Canon Warden. The Canon
Warden will always be pleased to make time to discuss your work with you.



Be aware of the responsibilities, role and style of your fellow volunteers. Be prepared to discuss
your leadership style with others and to help other volunteers into a new role or to develop their
existing role.



Volunteers will not be penalised by the Cathedral for following this guidance, or for taking action
regarding others and this guidance.



When you leave your volunteering role, you should explain to the people that you have
encountered that you will not hold this role anymore and you should ensure that the relationship
comes to a positive and successful end.

g.

Sexual conduct

It is never appropriate for volunteers to take advantage of their role and engage in sexual
activity with anyone with whom they have role responsibility.

Cathedral Volunteers:


Must not sexually abuse any adult.



Must take responsibility for their words and actions if wishing to make physical contact
with another adult (e.g. physical assistance may be misunderstood) or to talk to them
about sexual matters. This will include seeking permission, respecting the person’s
wishes, noticing and responding to non-verbal communication, and refraining from such
contact if in doubt about the person’s wishes.



Should refrain from viewing, possessing or distributing sexually exploitative images of
adults.



Should avoid situations where they feel vulnerable to temptation or where their conduct
may be misinterpreted.
g

h.

Financial integrity

Financial dealings connected with your role can have an impact on the Cathedral and its
community. You must always handle financial matters connected with your role with absolute
integrity. No Cathedral volunteer should be responsible for dealing with the financial matters
of a person they encounter in their role unless the Canon Warden has given prior permission.

Cathedral volunteers:


Should not seek personal financial gain from their position beyond any expenses
allowable in connection with their Cathedral role.



Should not be influenced by offers of money.



Should ensure that church and personal finances are kept apart and should avoid any
conflict of interest.



Should ensure that any money received for the Cathedral is immediately given to the
Accounts Assistant in the Cathedral Office.



Should ensure that any gifts received are disclosed to the Canon Warden who will then
decide whether they can be accepted.



Should take care not to canvas for Cathedral donations from those who may be at risk
of abuse or neglect, e.g. the recently bereaved.

KN/Safeguarding/Policy/CodeofConductthosewhoserolesinvolvecontactwithvulnerableadultsOctober2016
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Code of Conduct for Volunteers working with adults who may be at risk of
abuse or neglect (Pastoral Link Visitors)
c)

Code of Conduct for Pastoral Link Visitors
Visiting Adults who may be at risk of abuse or neglect
Pastoral Link Visitors visiting adults who may be at risk of abuse or neglect should operate
within these guidelines. Following these guidelines should both ensure that adults who may
be at risk of neglect or abuse are protected and Cathedral volunteers are not wrongly accused
of abuse or misconduct.

1.

How do I know if an adult is at risk of abuse or neglect?


They will be over the age of 18;



They will be receiving, or may need to receive, community services because of their
age, illness or a mental or physical disability;



They are, or may be, unable to take care of themselves or unable to protect themselves
against significant harm or exploitation.

The following are examples of people who may be described as at risk of neglect or abuse.


Some, but not all, older people;



People with mental health problems;



People with a disability;



People with learning difficulties;



People with acquired brain damage;



People who misuse substances;



People who are profoundly deaf or visually impaired.

i

2.

Adults who may be at risk of abuse or neglect should:


Be treated with respect and dignity;



Have their privacy respected;



Be able to lead as independent a life as possible



Be able to choose how to lead their life;



Have the protection of the law;



Have their rights upheld regardless of their ethnicity, gender, sexuality, impairment or
disability, age, religion or cultural background;



Be able to use their chosen language or method of communication;



Be listened to carefully.

3.

You should ask for help if a person is:


Distressed or agitated;



Is undressed when you visit them



Seems lost or bewildered;



Asks to talk with a priest;



Asks you for money.

4.

a.

This document speaks about:


Visiting in your Cathedral volunteer role;



Relationships formed during visiting;



Behaviour when you are not in your Pastoral Link Visitor role;



Minor record keeping and confidentiality;



Sexual conduct;



Financial integrity.

Visiting in your Cathedral volunteer role.

Visits to adults on the Pastoral Link List are pastoral encounters. You should be aware of your
language and behaviour. For example, innuendos or compliments of a sexual nature are
always inappropriate. When a person asks questions or seeks advice around topics of a
sexual nature, the visitor should be discerning about the motives and needs of the person and
should question their own ability to assist them.

j

b.

Before you visit someone:


Your visit is intended to be both social and pastoral. Please remember that it is not a
professional encounter and you should not attempt any help that you are not qualified
to offer.



Think about where you will meet the person.



If you are visiting somebody for the first time, consider whether you should take another
Pastoral Link Visitor with you.



If you are visiting someone in their own home for the first time, look around the room
and sit where you could quickly and easily leave the room if it became necessary.



People generally expect at least one metre of space between them and another person.
If someone has been abused or harassed in the past, this may be uncomfortable for
them and you should sit further away.



The personal safety and comfort of both you and the person you are visiting are
important. For instance, a very sick person may find it exhausting if your visit is lengthy.



Think carefully about whether it is appropriate to initiate or to receive any physical
contact. Gestures of comfort may be unwanted or misinterpreted.



Do not promise to keep anything secret. Share any concerns you have with the Canon
Warden at the first opportunity.

c.

Relationships formed during visiting


To be a skilled visitor, you will need a clear understanding of yourself and how you
relate to others, how you increase the well-being of others and how you ensure your
own well-being and safety.



People in positions of trust have power although this may not be apparent to you.
Keeping clear boundaries is very important. Many relationships formed during activities
can become intertwined with friendships and social contacts making it difficult for you
to know which role you are in at any given time.



You should be particularly careful about interacting with people with whom you have a
close personal or family relationship. For Cathedral purposes, if the person requires a
pastoral link visit it is better that another visitor goes.



Be aware of the dangers of dependency that can develop with those whom you visit. If
a person begins to make demands on you which are onerous (e.g. telephoning you
frequently) you should speak with the Canon Warden as soon as possible.



No Pastoral Link Visitor should undertake to bless, lay hands on or otherwise engage
in any form of spiritual healing with those whom they visit.
k



You should recognise your own limits and not attempt any care that is beyond your
competence or your role as a Pastoral Link Visitor. For example you are not qualified
to offer therapeutic counselling, deliverance ministry, counselling to victims of abuse
and domestic violence, counselling to perpetrators of abuse or to offer any form of legal
advice. If anyone asks you for help of this type, you should contact the Canon Warden
or the statutory agencies as soon as possible.



Avoid behaving in a way that could give the impression that you inappropriately favour
a person or that you are encouraging an inappropriately special relationship with them.



You should treat the people you visit with respect and dignity encouraging selfdetermination, independence and choice.



You should not undertake personal care unless there is an emergency. If personal care
is needed, (help with physical needs, washing, assistance in using the toilet) you should
inform the Canon Warden or the statutory agencies. In an emergency, you must
respect the choices of the person and seek their consent. You should never do
anything of a personal nature to someone which that person can do for themselves. If
you have given emergency help to someone, you should tell the Canon Warden without
delay.



It is possible that you or the person you visit may develop romantic feelings. You need
to recognise this development and make it clear to both the person concerned and the
Canon Warden. No intimate relationship should begin while a voluntary worker is in a
position of trust. The power and influence that you have over the person you are visiting
cannot be over-estimated. An abuse of trust with a person under 18 years of age may
be a criminal offence (Sexual Offences) (Amendment 2000). The Canon Warden will
make alternative arrangements for the ongoing pastoral care of the person you visit.



You should not make any visit while you are under the influence of drink or drugs that
your doctor has not prescribed.

d.

Behaviour when you are not volunteering


Pastoral Link Visitors have a trusted role within the Cathedral community and within
local communities. Your behaviour when you are not volunteering can affect how
trustworthy people assume that Pastoral Link Visitors are.

The Cathedral expect

Pastoral Link Visitors to uphold Christian values throughout their lives and to be
trustworthy in all things.

l

e.

Minor record keeping and privacy


You should keep a note of who you have visited with a date, time and place of your visit
and a brief account of what happened.



You should tell the person that you are visiting that you will be keeping a very brief note
of your visit.



Notes should also be factual and not contain rumour or opinion.



If the person you are visiting tells you that they are being abused or have been abused
in the past, your note should be as detailed as possible and you should follow the
guidelines in the Quick Reference Safeguarding Guide issued to you with these
guidelines. Your notes should immediately be given to the Canon Warden and will be
kept at the Cathedral for at least 50 years.



You should not publish, share or keep personal data about the people you visit. You
should not take pictures of the person you visit or publish images of them on social
media.



f.

It is possible that you may be asked to share notes that you have kept at some point.

Working with fellow volunteers


Fellow volunteers should not be discriminated against, bullied or abused for any reason.
You must not harass fellow volunteers. You should be aware that other volunteers may
be experiencing stress as a result of their visiting.



You may experience stress after visiting. If you feel weighed down by a visit you have
made, do please speak with the Canon Warden who will be happy to assist you.



Be aware of the needs of your family members and keep clear boundaries between
your volunteering and your home life. Allow sufficient time for relaxation and holidays.



The person to whom you are accountable for your visiting is the Canon Warden. The
Canon Warden will always be pleased to make time to discuss your work with you.



Be aware of the responsibilities, role and style of your fellow volunteers. Be prepared
to discuss your visiting style with others and to help other volunteers into a new role or
to develop their existing role.



Volunteers will not be penalised by the Cathedral for following this guidance, or for
taking action regarding others and this guidance.



When you leave your volunteering role, you should explain to the people that you visit
that you will not be visiting anymore and you should ensure that the relationship comes
to a positive and successful end. The Canon Warden will make sure that another visitor
is assigned and will be in contact with the people you visit.
m



If you are ill, please contact the Canon Warden or the Chair of the Pastoral Link
Committee who will ensure that your visits can be carried out by another person until
you are well again. If you are going on holiday, please let the Canon Warden or the
Chair of the Pastoral Link Committee know if an alternative visitor will be required.



If you are a minister licensed by the Diocese, you should know to whom you are
accountable and should meet with your supervisor/line manager regularly. Regular
individual supervision is necessary for all licensed lay pastoral workers and Readers
who undertake continuing individual pastoral ministry, or when their ministry takes them
outside normal church work.

g.

Sexual conduct

It is never appropriate for visitors to take advantage of their role and engage in sexual activity
with anyone with whom they have a pastoral relationship.

Pastoral Link Visitors, Local Lay Ministers and Readers:


Must not sexually abuse any adult.



Must take responsibility for their words and actions if wishing to make physical contact with
another adult (e.g. a hug may be misunderstood) or to talk to them about sexual matters. This
will include seeking permission, respecting the person’s wishes, noticing and responding to
non-verbal communication, and refraining from such contact if in doubt about the person’s
wishes.



Should refrain from viewing, possessing or distributing sexually exploitative images of adults.



Should avoid situations where they feel vulnerable to temptation or where their conduct may be
misinterpreted.

h.

Financial integrity

Financial dealings connected with your role can have an impact on the Cathedral and its
community. You must always handle financial matters connected with your role with absolute
integrity. No Pastoral Link Visitor should be responsible for dealing with the financial matters
of a person whom they visit unless the Canon Warden has given prior permission.

Pastoral Link Visitors, Local Lay Ministers and Readers:


Should not seek personal financial gain from their position beyond any expenses allowable in
connection with their Cathedral role.



Should not be influenced by offers of money.

n



Should ensure that church and personal finances are kept apart and should avoid any conflict
of interest.



Should ensure that any money received for the Cathedral is immediately given to the Chair of
the Pastoral Link Committee who, with another lay person, will ensure that the money is given
to the Cathedral Office accounts assistant.



Should ensure that any gifts received are disclosed to the Canon Warden who will then decide
whether they can be accepted.



Should take care not to canvas for Cathedral donations from those who may be at risk of abuse
or neglect, e.g. the recently bereaved.

KN/Safeguarding/Policy/CodeofCondforPastLinkVisitorsvisitingvuladultsAug2015
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d)

Cathedral risk assessment

CATHEDRAL – RISK ASSESSMENT FORM
Area Being Assessed:

Assessor’s Name:

Date of Assessment:

Review Date:

What are the
hazards?

Who could be
harmed and how?

What are the control measures?

Risk
Rating

What further actions are
required?

Action by
whom?

Action by
when?

Date
done

(low/medi
um/high)

KN/Safeguarding/Forms/RiskAssessmenttemplate
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Cathedral Choir Registration Form

CARLISLE CATHEDRAL CHOIR
REGISTRATION FORM
to be completed at least annually for all children and young people
attending a Cathedral-related group or activity (one-off and regular)
Please would you kindly give the following information about your child:
Child’s first name …………………………………… Second Name ……………………………………..
Date of birth ……………………………………..
School attended …………………………………………………………………… School Year …………

CONTACT DETAILS OF PARENT(S)/GUARDIAN:
Name of parent(s)/guardian with whom the child normally lives:
First Name …………………………………………..Surname ………………………………………………..
First Name …………………………………………..Surname ………………………………………………..
Address where the child normally lives ………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………….................
Parent(s)/guardian home tel. no. ……………………………………………………………………………
Parent(s)/guardian’s mobile No(s). …………………………………………………………………………
Parent(s)/guardian’s email address…………………………………………………………………………

EMERGENCY CONTACT DETAILS FOR PARENTS/GUARDIAN:
Contact tel. no. during activity time: ………..................................................……………………………..
Alternative adult in case of emergencies:

Name ..................................................... Relationship to child .............................................................
Tel no .......................................................

s

ABOUT YOUR CHILD
Does your child have any food allergies? (please specify)......................................................................
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Does your child have any medical conditions? (please specify)..............................................................
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………......
Is s/he on any medication? (please specify)………………......................................................................
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Does s/he have any special needs? (please specify) .............................................................................
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Is there anything else you would like us to know about your child? ………….........................................
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………......

ARRANGEMENTS FOR COLLECTION
It will be assumed that the parent(s)/guardian named above will bring and collect their child to and from
choir. If another person will pick up your child on a regular basis please give his or her name below,
stating the days when he or she will pick up your child.
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

Notification of any change to the above protocol should be given in writing to the
Master of the Music or the Music Administrator, preferably two days’ beforehand.
For children over 11 years:
My child has permission to travel to and from the group without me. Yes/No

CHOIR REFRESHMENTS
Refreshments are provided before the start of each rehearsal. Please let us know which sandwich
filling your child would prefer (ham, cheese, tuna or bread & butter) ……………………………………

BURSARIES etc. When applying for bursaries etc., the preferred name of payee on
cheques is:
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
DECLARATION:
I understand the nature of the activity the above named child is engaging with and give permission
for him/her to attend and take part in the specified activities.
Dated ……………………………… Signed ……………………………………………………………………
(print) ………………………………………………………………….....
Please return this form to: Music Administrator, Cathedral Office, 7 The Abbey, CARLISLE CA3 8TZ

t

CONSENT TO PHOTOGRAPH/FILM
We at the Cathedral would like to take photos of people to use for publicity or illustration.
We are therefore seeking consent from you for taking and using photos of the child named on
this form. In addition, from time to time the media (e.g. Cumberland News and Border TV)
wish to photograph or film the choir.
Please would you kindly indicate your consent or otherwise by deleting the appropriate words
below and adding your signature.
Parents are also advised that CCTV monitoring is used throughout the Cathedral, including
the Song Room.
Please would you kindly indicate your consent or otherwise by deleting the appropriate words
below and adding your signature.
DECLARATION:
I give consent / do not give consent for images of my child to appear in Cathedral publications,
the press, on TV and on the Cathedral’s website and Facebook page.
Dated ………………………… Signed ……………………………………………………………………
(print) ………………………………………………………………….....

The above information will be used solely for administrative purposes,
and will not be passed on to any other organisation.

Please return this completed form to:
Music Administrator
Cathedral Office
7 The Abbey
CARLISLE
CA3 8TZ

JLS/ChoristerInformationFormsMay2016
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Non Choir Activity Registration Form

Child Registration Form for Non Choir activities
to be completed at least annually for all children and young people
attending a church-related group or activity (one-off and regular).
Name of Activity.......................................................................................................................
Child’s full name………………......………………………………. Date of birth ........................

Name of parent(s) with whom the child normally lives:
First Name …………………………………………..Surname ………………………………………
First Name …………………………………………..Surname ………………………………………
Address where the child normally lives …………………………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...
Telephone No. …………………………. Mobile No ……………………………………………….
Email ……………………………………………………………………………………………………
If appropriate: young person’s mobile: .............................................
Young person’s e-mail ..............................................................................................................
School ............................................................ School year ……………….........

About your child:
Does your child have any food allergies? (please specify)........................................................
Does your child have any medical conditions? (please specify)................................................
Is s/he on any medication? (please specify)……………….........................................................
Does s/he have any special needs? (please specify) ...............................................................
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Is there anything else you would like us to know about your child? …………............................
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

w

Emergency contact details for parents/guardians:
Contact tel. no during group or activity time: ………..................................................…………
Contact name for an alternative adult in case of emergencies: ................................................
Tel no ............................................ Relationship to child ..........................................................

Arrangements for collection (please delete as appropriate)
My child will be brought and collected from the group

Yes/No

S/he will be collected by..............................................................Relationship to child...............
Name of anyone NOT allowed to collect my child .....................................................................
Relationship to child..................................

For children over 11 years:
My child has permission to travel to and from the group without me

Yes/No

Declaration
I understand the nature of the activity the above named child is engaging with and give
permission for him/her to attend and take part in the specified activities.
Signed (parent/guardian) …………………………………………………. Date ………………
Name …………………………………………………….

KN/Safeguarding/Forms/ActivityRegFormNonChoir
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Appendix 1 - Forms and Templates for Cathedral use
f) i)

Transport for children and adults who may be at risk of abuse or neglect:
passenger consent

Transport of children and adults who may be at risk of abuse or neglect in private cars
Passenger’s Consent for Transport
1

Your details:

Name of passenger:

………………………………………………………………………………

Date of birth, if under 18 years:

…………………………………

Name of parent/carer, if under 18 years: ………………………………………………………….
Name of adult carer, if applicable: ………………………………………………………………….
Address: ……………………………………………………………………………..........................
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Phone No: ……………………………….. Email: ……………………………………......................
2
The activity
Date(s) of events: …………………………………………………………………….......................
(this could be regular events)
Venue: ………………………………………………………………………………….......................
Transport provided: private vehicle / minibus / other (please specify………………………)
Name of driver (if known): ………………………………………………………………………….
3
Your consent
I consent to being transported on behalf of Carlisle Cathedral, according to the arrangements
specified above.
Signed (passenger): …………………………………………………….Date ………………………
For passengers under 18 years, and adults who may be at risk of abuse or neglect with
carers:
I consent to …………………………………………………. being transported on behalf of
Carlisle Cathedral, according to the arrangements specified above.
Signed (parent or carer): …………………………………………… Date ………………………
Relationship to passenger: ……………………………………………………………………
KN/Safeguarding/Forms/TransportChildAdultPassenger
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Appendix 1 - Forms and Templates for Cathedral use
f) ii) Voluntary driver

Transport of children and adults who may be at risk of abuse or neglect
in private cars on behalf of the Dean & Chapter
Undertaken by Voluntary Driver
Name of driver: ……………………………………………………………………………………….
Address: ……………………………………………………………………………………………….
Phone No: ……………………………….. Email: …………………………………………………..
1

Consent
 Children and young people will not be taken out in transport without the prior consent
of their parents or carers;

 Adults at risk of abuse or neglect will give permission to being transported themselves,
and discretion used in consulting first with their carers;

 I will take care when assisting children or adults who may be at risk of abuse or neglect
to board and alight my vehicle, both to ensure the road is safe to do so, and in following
guidelines on physical contact.
2

The driver

 I am over 25 and have held a full current driving licence for over two years;
 I have/do not have an endorsement of 6 points or more on my licence (if 6 points of
more, I will share details with the Chapter Safeguarding Lead);

 I do not have an "unspent" conviction for a drink driving offence or for Dangerous
Driving or Racing on the Highway.
3

The vehicle
i) Seat belts:

 My car is fitted with seat belts (both front and rear), and the numbers of people
transported will not exceed the number of seat belts available;

 All car passengers will be required to wear safety belts in the front and rear seats;
 All children up to 3 years old will be carried in a child restraint;

aa

 Rear-facing baby seats will not be used in a seat protected by a front air-bag unless
the air-bag has been deactivated manually or automatically;

 Children from aged 3 up to 135cm in height (approx 4’5”) or their 12th birthday
(whichever they reach first) will use baby/child seats or booster cushions for older
children;

 All passengers aged 13 years or older will wear an adult seat belt.
ii) Insurance:
 My vehicle is comprehensively insured;

 I have informed my insurance company that I am a volunteer driver for church activities,
and if required, I have obtained a passenger endorsement for the transportation of
children or adults who may be at risk of abuse or neglect;

 I understand that in case of any accident, injury or vehicle damage, the Cathedral’s
liability insurance policy does not provide primary or direct insurance on my vehicle;

 My vehicle is clean and in a road worthy condition;
 At no time will the number of people in my car exceed the usual passenger number.
iii) Escorts:
 Where possible, another responsible adult will accompany me, to assist with any
emergencies;

 If in an emergency I have to transport a child or adult who may be at risk of abuse or
neglect on my own, the child or adult who may be at risk of abuse or neglect will sit in
the back of the car.
Signed (driver): …………………………………………………………Date: ……………………
Name of vehicle owner if different: ………………………………………………………………
Signed (vehicle owner) ……………………………………………….. Date ……………………..
________________________________________________________________________
Checklist to be completed by Chapter Safeguarding Lead
Confidential declaration and DBS application received
Driving licence seen
Insurance certificate seen

Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No

Date……………
Date……………
Date……………

Car make and model………………………………………. Reg No …………………………….
Signed:……………………………………………………… Date ……………………………….
Officer role:
Chapter Safeguarding Lead/Cathedral Lay Safeguarding Lead/Other (please specify):
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
KN/Safeguarding/Forms/TransportChildAdult/DriverConsent
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Appendix 1 - Forms and Templates for Cathedral use
g)

Non Choir Consent for taking photos

Consent Form for taking and publishing images of people
Non Choir Activities
We at the Cathedral would like to take photos of people to use for publicity or illustration. We
are seeking consent from you for taking and using photos of you or the people for whom you
are responsible.
For completion by a named representative of the Cathedral
1. Name of Cathedral representative: ……………………………………………………………
Role: …………………………………………………………………………………………………….
2. The specific purpose the photo is to be used for is:
Cathedral notice board



Cathedral publication 

Cathedral website



Other website  (specify which)………………………….....

Diocesan newspaper/other press 

(specify which)……………………………………………

3. Storage
The image will be stored:
Computer file (specify which computer) □ …………………………………………………………..
Album



Filing cabinet



The image will/will not be destroyed after use (delete as appropriate).
For completion by the responsible adult:
I have seen the images that may be used for publication. I consent to these images being
used and stored, solely for the purposes specified above.
I agree / do not agree (delete as appropriate) to my/my child’s image being given in a caption
or article accompanying the images.
Name of person in image..…………………………………………………………………………..
Address: ……………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
cc

Consent Signature (responsible adult): ……………………………………………………………
Date: …………………………..……
Name of responsible adult giving consent:……………………………………………………
Relationship to child or adult who may be at risk of abuse or neglect:
……………………………………….

Please note: an adult who may be at risk of abuse or neglect can usually give their
own consent regarding photos, and photos should never be published if a child or
adult in the photo does not agree.

Queries regarding this process should be addressed to:
The Chapter Safeguarding Lead
3 The Abbey
CARLISLE
CA3 8TZ
Dr Philip Herrick
Fircroft
Houghton
Carlisle
CA6 4HZ

KN/Safeguarding/Forms/PhotoConsentChildAdult
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Appendix 1 - Forms and Templates for Cathedral use
h)

Implementing the Cathedral’s Safeguarding Policy (June 2016).

Implementing the Cathedral’s
Safeguarding Policy
with Children and Adults who may be at
risk of abuse or neglect

June 2016

ee

1.
The Background
The Chapter of Carlisle Cathedral has had a Child Protection Policy since 1998. Guidelines
about the implementation of that policy were published in 1998 and were updated in 2009. In
March 2012 the Diocese of Carlisle adopted a new Safeguarding Policy and Guidelines for the
Diocese and, in step with every other church in the Diocese, the Chapter formally adopted that
policy in November 2012.

2.
Ethos Statement and Overriding Duty
The full text of the Safeguarding Policy the Chapter has adopted can be found on the Diocesan
Website under ‘Safeguarding’:
http://www.carlislediocese.org.uk/our-diocese/safeguarding.html

The Safeguarding Children Policy includes the following statement:
The teaching of Christ establishes the special significance of every human being and
especially the central place of children in the sight of God. Our church is committed to fulfil
his law of love and to provide for the safety, well-being and proper development of all
children and young people in our care.
The Chapter wholeheartedly endorses this statement. It is thankful for the careful and caring
work which takes place here to ensure the well-being of those with whom we work. The
Chapter also recognises that the scale of activity taking place at the Cathedral and the public
nature of the main Cathedral building and the Cathedral precinct makes the Cathedral
especially vulnerable. Good application of safeguarding practice, for all to see, is essential. It
will show children and adults who may be at risk of abuse or neglect that they are valued and
will be safe. It will also prevent and deter those seeking to abuse.
The Chapter therefore expects that all employees and volunteers engaged at the
Cathedral will ensure that their activities undertaken for the Cathedral always comply
fully with the requirements of the Safeguarding Policy. In all this we need to be mindful of
the different kinds of abuse covered by this policy – they include physical, sexual, emotional
and internet-related abuse, neglect and bullying.
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3. Cathedral People Responsible for Safeguarding on behalf of Chapter
Chapter’s Safeguarding Lead is Canon Jan Kearton, the Canon Warden, tel. 01228 521857
& the Cathedral’s Lay Safeguarding Lead is Dr Philip Herrick Tel. 01228 526031.
As the Chapter’s Safeguarding Lead, Canon Kearton will oversee, guide and implement
safeguarding at the Cathedral, working with the Chapter employees, volunteers and members
of the Cathedral community to ensure that children and adults who may be at risk of abuse or
neglect are safeguarded and that each group understands and implements safeguarding
measures. Canon Kearton also has daily operational responsibility for safeguarding.
As the Cathedral’s Lay Safeguarding Lead, Dr Herrick will be a named point of reference
(outside the membership of the Cathedral Chapter) to whom concerns and issues about
safeguarding can be referred by members of the Cathedral community. In particular, those
responsible for specific areas of Cathedral activity listed in the Cathedral’s Safeguarding Policy
(see 4 below) can refer concerns to him. The member of Chapter to whom Dr Herrick will
relate is Canon Jan Kearton.
4.

Listed Cathedral Activities with Young People

The following activities and leaders have been noted by the Chapter for 2016:
Cathedral Choir Boys & Girls
Chamber Choir & Joint Choir

)
)

Mr J L Suter

Cathedral Youth Choir

Mr E Taylor

Carlisle Cantate Choir
Outreach Co-ordinator
Education Dept
Bellringing
Citykidz
Plus+ Youth Group
Café Church
Pastoral Link Visitors
Pastoral Sitting Service
Hospital Chaplaincy Support
Team

Mr E Taylor
Dr A Howard
Canon A Barbour
Mr R East
Canon M Manley
Canon M Manley
Canon M Manley
Canon J Kearton
Canon J Kearton
Canon J Kearton
Mrs P Porter

(NB Safeguarding responsibility for this activity lies with the Hospital Trust)
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5.
Implementing the Policy
Appropriate guidelines need to be in place for each activity involving children or adults who
may be at risk of abuse or neglect which takes place on Cathedral premises. Activity Leaders
are asked to ensure that the guidelines are followed by those who assist with these activities.
The Cathedral Safeguarding Policy provides useful detailed guidance. Specific advice may
apply to the work of the Music Department. All activities and events must comply with the
requirements of the Cathedral Safeguarding Policies. A risk assessment for each activity
should be given to the Dean’s PA at least 2 weeks before an activity takes place. Groups hiring
the Cathedral’s premises must in addition submit their own safeguarding policy to The Dean’s
PA for inspection.
Activities with children:
 A child is anyone under the age of 18;
 It is the policy of the Cathedral that all children and young people will be
supervised by at least two adults working under the activity leader’s supervision;
 It is the policy of the Cathedral that children will not be alone with adults at any
time;
 Safer recruitment procedures will apply to all new appointments of staff and
volunteers. This will require references to be taken up in all cases. (Cathedral
Policy section 4.i);
 Activity leaders and some other roles are required to have a DBS enhanced check
and have attended Diocesan Safeguarding training within 6 months of taking up
their role. (Cathedral Policy section 4.ii).
6.

Guidelines for all Employees and Volunteers:

Here are some guidelines for conduct when you encounter children.
You should:
 treat all children and young people with respect and dignity;
 ensure that your own language, tone of voice and body language is respectful;
 encounter children within sight of another adult;
 if a child is distressed, inform the Vergers or the Canon Warden;
 without touching, respond warmly to a child who needs comforting, but make sure there
are other adults around;
 record any concerning incidents and give the information to your group leader. Sign
and date the record;
 always share concerns about a child or the behaviour of another worker with your group
leader and/or the Canon Warden or Dr Philip Herrick.

hh

You should not:


















initiate physical contact. Any necessary contact (e.g. for comfort, see above and
below) should be initiated by the child;
invade a child’s privacy while washing or toileting;
play rough physical or sexually provocative games;
use any form of physical punishment;
be sexually suggestive about or to a child even in fun;
touch a child inappropriately or obtrusively;
scapegoat, ridicule or reject a child, group or adult;
permit abusive peer activities e.g. ridiculing or bullying;
show favouritism to any one child or group;
allow a child or young person to involve you in excessive attention seeking especially
if this is overtly physical or sexual in nature;
give lifts to children or young people on their own or on your own;
smoke tobacco in the presence of children;
work or volunteer under the influence of alcohol;
invite a child to your home alone;
arrange social occasions with children (other than family members) outside organised
group occasions;
allow unknown adults access to children. Visitors should always be accompanied by a
known person;
allow strangers to give children lifts.

Those responsible for leading activities for children should ensure that they are familiar with
Section 3(i) of the Cathedral Safeguarding Policy. Canon Jan Kearton and Dr Philip Herrick
will be happy to give advice.

7.

Social Media

Staff should refer to the Employee Handbook and ensure that they fully comply with its
requirements. Unless the child/children is/are their own, and no other children are visible in
the image, staff and volunteers must not place the image of any child encountered in the
context of the Cathedral or its Precinct activities on any form of social media, irrespective of
privacy settings, without the express permission of The Dean & Chapter. Images of adults who
may be at risk of abuse or neglect must be treated in the same way.

8.
Activity with Adults who may be at risk of abuse or neglect
The oversight of the practicalities relating to the Safeguarding Policy for Adults who may be at
risk of abuse or neglect will fall to the relevant Heads of Departments or Chapter Members.
Section 3(ii) of the Safeguarding Policy must be implemented. When visiting adults at risk of
abuse or neglect, Pastoral Link Visitors should comply with the extracts provided in their
recruitment pack.

ii

9.
A Quick Reference Guide
A quick reference wallet or purse-card for those working with children, young people and adults
who may be at risk of abuse or neglect in the Cathedral has been produced. Copies have
been issued and further copies can be requested from the Cathedral Office. It notes essential
names and telephone numbers and provides helpful sections on “What to do if you have
concerns about possible abuse (including allegations)”, “What to do if a child, young person
or adult wishes to disclose they have been abused” and “Things to remember”.

10.
Advice is always available
It is important for each of us to remember that we are not handling these issues alone. Advice
is always available and, if you have a concern about safeguarding, the essential first step is to
consult the person to whom you are responsible, who will then consult further as required.

Mark Boyling
Dean of Carlisle

Jan Kearton
Canon Warden

June 2016

KN/Safeguarding/Policy/ImplementingSafeguardingPolicyJune2016JK)
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Appendix 2 – Recruitment forms for Volunteers
a)

Volunteer Application Form for volunteers with a DBS role

Registration Form for all Volunteers
working with Children or Adults at risk of abuse or neglect
The Cathedral is responsible for the acceptance and accreditation of all workers with children
or adults who may be at risk of abuse or neglect. Every worker should fill in a copy of this form,
which should be securely retained by the Dean’s PA.
Personal details:
Full name ...................................................................................................................................
Former names ...........................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................
Home address ...........................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................Postcode ...........................................
Telephone number Day .............................................. Evening ...............................................
Mobile ………..............................................Email …………………………………………………
Date of birth .........................................
Church attended.........................................................................................................................
How long have you lived at the above address?........................................................................
If less than 12 months please give the following information:
Previous address .......................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................
How long there?........................................
Church attended ........................................................................................................................
Name of minister/priest .............................................................................................................
Medical History
Do you have a health problem or disability which is relevant to your application? YES/NO
If yes, please describe the health problem or disability (This information will be treated in the
strictest confidence. We need this information purely to establish your person safety.)
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
kk

Please give details of previous experience of looking after or working with children, young
people or adults who may be at risk of abuse or neglect (as relevant to this role) ……………..
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
References please give the name, address, telephone number, email address and position
or relationship of two people who know you well, including one who has managed or
supervised your work with children, young people or adults who may be at risk of abuse or
neglect. If you are currently in employment, one of the references should be your current
employer, unless there are specific reasons why this is not appropriate – in which case, please
indicate this.
Referee one …………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Referee two……………………………………………………………………………………………..
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Please give details of any relevant qualification…………………...............................................
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Training
Have you successfully completed one of the following training programmes?
i)

Specific Training for the work

YES/NO

WHEN …………………

What course was this?
...................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................
ii)

Safeguarding children or adults who may be at risk of abuse or neglect
YES/ NO

WHEN …………………

Who delivered this? .................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................
iii)

Other relevant training

YES/ NO

WHEN …………………

Please give details
...................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................
Are you prepared to undertake appropriate training?

YES/NO

Are you prepared to undertake further training as agreed or
as the Cathedral requires?

YES/NO

(Note: If you decline to undertake initial training or further training the Cathedral will be entitled to withdraw
your authority to work with children or adults who may be at risk of abuse or neglect.)

ll

LEGAL ASPECTS OF THE APPOINTMENT
Rehabilitation of Offenders Act 1974. Because of the nature of the work for which you are
applying, this post is exempt from the provision of Section 4(2) of the Rehabilitation of
Offenders Act 1974 by virtue of the Rehabilitation of Offenders Act 1974 (Exemptions) Order
1975. The grounds on which it is exempt are that in the normal of course of his/her duties a
Working Friend has access to persons under the age of 18, and that his/her normal duties will
be carried out wholly or partly on the same premises where the provision of schooling, care or
recreational facilities to persons under 18 takes place. Applicants are therefore not entitled to
withhold information about convictions which for other purposes are “spent”. Under the
provisions of the Act, in the event of recruitment, any failure to disclose such information could
result in dismissal by the Chapter of Carlisle Cathedral. You are therefore required to complete
the enclosed Confidential Declaration of Criminal record, Orders of Civil Courts and
Other Conduct.
Any information given will be treated as confidential and will be considered only in relation to
an application for positions to which the Order applies.
(a) I understand that this information may be stored and processed as part of the volunteer
recruitment process and give my consent for my details to be used for this purpose.
(b) I understand that any false or misleading information given in this application may result
in my dismissal if I am appointed.
(c) I declare that to the best of my knowledge, the above information and that submitted in
any accompanying document(s) is correct.
(d) I understand that if appointed as a volunteer, this appointment shall continue for such
time as shall be mutually agreed between myself and the Chapter, and may be
terminated at any time by either party giving to the other notification in writing.

Dated ………………………………………………………..
Signed ……………………………………………………….

N.B. All information will be held safely and in confidence,
in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998.
KN/Safeguarding/Forms/VolunteerRegistrationformDBSMarch2016
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Appendix 2 – Recruitment forms for Volunteers
b)
i)

Volunteer agreements for:
Cathedral Lay Safeguarding Lead

CARLISLE CATHEDRAL VOLUNTEER AGREEMENT
for all Volunteers working with Children or
adults who may be at risk of abuse or neglect
This agreement should be completed by all volunteers working with children/young people
or adults who may be at risk of abuse or neglect in accordance with the House of
Bishops/Carlisle Cathedral Safeguarding guidance policy and procedures.
If the role changes substantially, a new form should be completed.
You will not receive any remuneration, benefits or other allowances in respect of your
volunteering.
Copies of the agreement should be retained by the worker, the Dean’s PA (or other
responsible body) and the person to whom the worker is responsible (i.e. activity leader).
To be completed on behalf of the Cathedral
Name of worker: .....................................................................................................................
Name of group/club/activity: ...................................................................................................
Where/when they meet: .........................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................
Age range of children/range of vulnerabilities:
................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................
Person to whom responsible/supervising ..............................................................................
(e.g. activity leader)
The Role Description is attached to this form. Start date: ………………………………….
Group to whom responsible/the appointing body: The Dean & Chapter
Training requirements: Diocesan Safeguarding Foundation level training (to be
completed within 6 months of the date of this agreement. Volunteers will receive full details
of courses available, together with booking instructions, in their welcome pack letter.
Date/month when this role description is to be reviewed ………………………………………
(ie toward the middle and end of a probationary period of six months and then annually).

Dated ………………………………… Signed ……………………………………………………
(on behalf of the Cathedral Chapter)

oo

The Cathedral commits to:

Induction and Training:
To provide you with an induction into the Cathedral’s structure, work, and permanent staff, and
any induction/training needed to meet the responsibilities of your volunteer role.

Supervision and support:
To explain the standards the Cathedral sets for its services and to support you in achieving
and maintaining them.
To provide a named point of reference in the fulfilment of your role, who will meet with you for
discussion and review.
To help you develop your volunteering role.
To enable positive and constructive working relationships with the Cathedral’s paid staff.

Health and Safety / Safeguarding:
To provide adequate training and feedback in support of the Cathedral’s health and safety
information, and safeguarding guidelines.

Insurance:
To provide insurance cover for you whilst under-taking voluntary duties approved and
authorised by us.

Equal Opportunities:
To ensure all volunteers are dealt with in accordance with the Cathedral’s Equal Opportunities
Policy.

Problems:
If any problems, difficulties or concerns occur in the course of your voluntary activities the
Cathedral will seek to resolve these speedily and with full consideration. You should initially
raise such issues with the Activity Leader. Safeguarding issues should be referred to the
Canon Warden.

pp

To be completed by the worker with children/young people/adults
You agree:
To perform your volunteering role to the best of your ability, meeting time commitments and
agreed standards and to give reasonable notice so the Cathedral may make other
arrangements when this is not possible.
To follow the Cathedral’s policies and procedures including Health and Safety, Equal
Opportunities, and Safeguarding, including training where this is deemed necessary and
appropriate.
To maintain the confidential information of the Cathedral and its children and young people to
which you will have access during the course of your volunteering.
To provide suitable agreed referees who may be contacted and to agree to any other checks
being carried out where necessary.
To complete the Diocesan Safeguarding Foundation course within 6 months of the date of this
agreement.

Volunteers are an important and valued part of the Cathedral.
We appreciate your volunteering with us, and we will do the best we
can to make your volunteering experience an enjoyable and rewarding one.
I have understood the nature of the work I am to do with children/young people/ adults who
may be at risk of abuse or neglect.
I have read the guidelines produced by the Cathedral for safeguarding children and young
people/ adults who may be at risk of abuse or neglect I understand that it is my duty to protect
the children, young people and adults who may be at risk of abuse or neglect with whom I
come into contact. I know what action to take if abuse is discovered or disclosed.
I acknowledge receipt of this Agreement and agree to provide voluntary services and to comply
with all the Cathedral’s operating procedures and standards required of me in the course of
carrying out my volunteering role.
I agree to maintain the confidential information of the Cathedral and its personnel and visitors.
For the avoidance of doubt, this agreement is binding in honour only, is not intended to be a
legally binding contract and is not intended to give rise to a relationship of employer and
employee.
Dated ........................................ Signed ……………………………………………………………
Volunteer
N.B. All information will be held safely and in confidence,
in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998.

KN/Safeguarding/VolunteerAgreements/Volunteers’Agreement(SafeguardingLayLead)March2016
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Appendix 2 – Recruitment forms for Volunteers
b) ii)

Pastoral Link Visitor

CARLISLE CATHEDRAL VOLUNTEER AGREEMENT
for all Volunteers working with Children or
Adults who may be at risk of abuse or neglect
This agreement should be completed by all volunteers working with children/young people
or adults who may be at risk of abuse or neglect in accordance with the House of
Bishops/Carlisle Cathedral Safeguarding guidance policy and procedures.
If the role changes substantially, a new form should be completed.
You will not receive any remuneration, benefits or other allowances in respect of your
volunteering.
Copies of the agreement should be retained by the worker, the Dean’s PA (or other
responsible body) and the person to whom the worker is responsible (i.e. activity leader).
To be completed on behalf of the Cathedral
Name of worker: .....................................................................................................................
Name
group/club/activity:
I have of
understood
the nature...................................................................................................
of the work I am to do with children/young people.
Where/when they meet: .........................................................................................................
I have read the guidelines produced by the Church for safeguarding children and young
................................................................................................................................................
people. I understand that it is my duty to protect the children, young people and vulnerable
adults
withof
whom
I come intoofcontact.
I know what action to take if abuse is discovered or
Age
range
children/range
vulnerabilities:
disclosed.
................................................................................................................................................
Signed ...........................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................
Date ..............................................................................................................
Person to whom responsible/supervising ..............................................................................
(e.g.
leader) will be held safely and in confidence, in accordance with the Data
N.B. activity
All information
Protection Act 1998.
The Role Description is attached to this form. Start date: ………………………………….
Group to whom responsible/the appointing body: The Dean & Chapter
Training requirements: Diocesan Safeguarding Foundation level training (to be
completed within 6 months of the date of this agreement. Volunteers will receive full details
of courses available, together with booking instructions, in their welcome pack letter.
Date/month when this role description is to be reviewed ………………………………………
(ie toward the middle and end of a probationary period of six months and then annually).

Dated ………………………………… Signed ……………………………………………………
(on behalf of the Cathedral Chapter)
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The Cathedral commits to:

Induction and Training:
To provide you with any pastoral training necessary for you to fulfil your role to the standard
expected by the Cathedral.

Supervision and support:
To explain the standards the Cathedral sets for its services and to support you in achieving
and maintaining them.
To provide a named point of reference in the fulfilment of your role, who will meet with you for
discussion and review.
To help you develop your volunteering role.
To enable positive and constructive working relationships with the Cathedral’s paid staff.
To provide you with support, supervision, a listening ear and advice should your role, or those
you visit, cause you concern.

Health and Safety / Safeguarding:
To provide adequate training and feedback in support of the Cathedral’s health and safety
information, and safeguarding guidelines.

Insurance:
To provide insurance cover for you whilst under-taking voluntary duties approved and
authorised by us.

Equal Opportunities:
To ensure all volunteers are dealt with in accordance with the Cathedral’s Equal Opportunities
Policy.

Problems:
If any problems, difficulties or concerns occur in the course of your voluntary activities the
Cathedral will seek to resolve these speedily and with full consideration. You should initially
raise such issues with the Activity Leader. Safeguarding issues should be referred to the
Canon Warden.
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To be completed by the worker with children/young people/adults
You agree:
To perform your volunteering role to the best of your ability, meeting time commitments and
agreed standards and to give reasonable notice so the Cathedral may make other
arrangements when this is not possible.
To follow the Cathedral’s policies and procedures including Health and Safety, Equal
Opportunities, and Safeguarding, including training where this is deemed necessary and
appropriate.
To maintain the confidentiality of those whom you visit unless you have serious cause for
concern. Concerns should be discussed with the Canon Warden in a timely manner. In
addition, to keep confidential any matters relating to the Cathedral or its employees, volunteers
and visitors of which have been made aware as a consequence of your connection with it.
To provide suitable agreed referees who may be contacted and to agree to any other checks
being carried out where necessary.
To complete the Diocesan Safeguarding Foundation course within 6 months of the date of this
agreement.

Volunteers are an important and valued part of the Cathedral.
We appreciate your volunteering with us, and we will do the best we
can to make your volunteering experience an enjoyable and rewarding one.

I have understood the nature of the work I am to do with children/young people/ adults who
may be at risk of abuse or neglect.
I have read the guidelines produced by the Cathedral for safeguarding children and young
people/ adults who may be at risk of abuse or neglect. I understand that it is my duty to
protect the children, young people and adults who may be at risk of abuse or neglect with
whom I come into contact. I know what action to take if abuse is discovered or disclosed.
I acknowledge receipt of this Agreement and agree to provide voluntary services and to comply
with all the Cathedral’s operating procedures and standards required of me in the course of
carrying out my volunteering role.
I agree to maintain the confidential information of the Cathedral and its personnel and visitors.
For the avoidance of doubt, this agreement is binding in honour only, is not intended to be a
legally binding contract and is not intended to give rise to a relationship of employer and
employee.
Dated ........................................ Signed ……………………………………………………………
Volunteer
KN/Safeguarding/VolunteerAgreements/Volunteers’Agreement(PastoralLinkVisitors)March2016

N.B. All information will be held safely and in confidence,
in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998.
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Appendix 2 – Recruitment forms for Volunteers
b iii) Chaperone

CARLISLE CATHEDRAL VOLUNTEER AGREEMENT
for all Volunteers working with Children or
Adults who may be at risk of abuse or neglect
This agreement should be completed by all volunteers working with children/young people
or adults who may be at risk of abuse or neglect in accordance with the House of
Bishops/Carlisle Cathedral Safeguarding guidance policy and procedures.
If the role changes substantially, a new form should be completed.
You will not receive any remuneration, benefits or other allowances in respect of your
volunteering.
Copies of the agreement should be retained by the worker, the Dean’s PA (or other
responsible body) and the person to whom the worker is responsible (i.e. activity leader).

To be completed on behalf of the Cathedral
Name
worker: .....................................................................................................................
I have of
understood
the nature of the work I am to do with children/young people.
Name of group/club/activity: ...................................................................................................
I have read the guidelines produced by the Church for safeguarding children and young
Where/when
they meet:
people. I understand
that.........................................................................................................
it is my duty to protect the children, young people and vulnerable
adults with whom I come into contact. I know what action to take if abuse is discovered or
................................................................................................................................................
disclosed.
Age range of children/range of vulnerabilities:
Signed ...........................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................
Date ..............................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................
N.B. Alltoinformation
will be held safely and
in confidence, in accordance with the Data
Person
whom responsible/supervising
..............................................................................
Protection
1998.
(e.g.
activityAct
leader)
The Role Description is attached to this form. Start date: ………………………………….
Group to whom responsible/the appointing body: The Dean & Chapter
Training requirements: Diocesan Safeguarding Foundation level training (to be
completed within 6 months of the date of this agreement. Volunteers will receive full details
of courses available, together with booking instructions, in their welcome pack letter.
Date/month when this role description is to be reviewed ………………………………………
(ie toward the middle and end of a probationary period of six months and then annually).

Dated ………………………………… Signed ……………………………………………………
(on behalf of the Cathedral Chapter)

ww

The Cathedral commits to:

Induction and Training:
To provide you with an induction into the Cathedral’s structure, work, and permanent staff, and
any induction/training needed to meet the responsibilities of your volunteer role.

Supervision and support:
To explain the standards the Cathedral sets for its services and to support you in achieving
and maintaining them.
To provide a named point of reference in the fulfilment of your role, who will meet with you for
discussion and review.
To help you develop your volunteering role.
To enable positive and constructive working relationships with the Cathedral’s paid staff.

Health and Safety / Safeguarding:
To provide adequate training and feedback in support of the Cathedral’s health and safety
information, and safeguarding guidelines.

Insurance:
To provide insurance cover for you whilst under-taking voluntary duties approved and
authorised by us.

Equal Opportunities:
To ensure all volunteers are dealt with in accordance with the Cathedral’s Equal Opportunities
Policy.

Problems:
If any problems, difficulties or concerns occur in the course of your voluntary activities the
Cathedral will seek to resolve these speedily and with full consideration. You should initially
raise such issues with the Activity Leader. Safeguarding issues should be referred to Dr
Herrick or the Canon Warden.

xx

To be completed by the worker with children/young people/adults
You agree:
To perform your volunteering role to the best of your ability, meeting time commitments and
agreed standards and to give reasonable notice so the Cathedral may make other
arrangements when this is not possible.
To follow the Cathedral’s policies and procedures including Health and Safety, Equal
Opportunities, and Safeguarding, including training where this is deemed necessary and
appropriate.
To maintain the confidential information of the Cathedral and its children and young people to
which you will have access during the course of your volunteering.
To provide suitable agreed referees who may be contacted and to agree to any other checks
being carried out where necessary.
To complete the Diocesan Safeguarding Foundation course within 6 months of the date of this
agreement.
Volunteers are an important and valued part of the Cathedral.
We appreciate your volunteering with us, and we will do the best we
can to make your volunteering experience an enjoyable and rewarding one.

I have understood the nature of the work I am to do with children/young people/ adults who
may be at risk of abuse or neglect.
I have read the guidelines produced by the Cathedral for safeguarding children and young
people/ adults who may be at risk of abuse or neglect. I understand that it is my duty to
protect the children, young people and adults who may be at risk of abuse or neglect with
whom I come into contact. I know what action to take if abuse is discovered or disclosed.
I acknowledge receipt of this Agreement and agree to provide voluntary services and to comply
with all the Cathedral’s operating procedures and standards required of me in the course of
carrying out my volunteering role.
I agree to maintain the confidential information of the Cathedral and its personnel and visitors.
For the avoidance of doubt, this agreement is binding in honour only, is not intended to be a
legally binding contract and is not intended to give rise to a relationship of employer and
employee.

Dated ........................................ Signed ……………………………………………………………
Volunteer
N.B. All information will be held safely and in confidence,
in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998.

KN/Safeguarding/VolunteerAgreements/Volunteers’Agreement(Chaperone)March2016
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Appendix 2 – Recruitment forms for Volunteers
b iv) Nurture Team

CARLISLE CATHEDRAL VOLUNTEER AGREEMENT
for all Volunteers working with Children or
Adults who may be at risk of abuse or neglect
This agreement should be completed by all volunteers working with children/young people
or adults who may be at risk of abuse or neglect in accordance with the House of
Bishops/Carlisle Cathedral Safeguarding guidance policy and procedures.
If the role changes substantially, a new form should be completed.
You will not receive any remuneration, benefits or other allowances in respect of your
volunteering.
Copies of the agreement should be retained by the worker, the Dean’s PA (or other
responsible body) and the person to whom the worker is responsible (i.e. activity leader).

To be completed on behalf of the Cathedral
Name of worker: .....................................................................................................................
I have of
understood
the nature...................................................................................................
of the work I am to do with children/young people.
Name
group/club/activity:
Where/when
they
meet: .........................................................................................................
I have read the
guidelines
produced by the Church for safeguarding children and young
people. I understand that it is my duty to protect the children, young people and vulnerable
................................................................................................................................................
adults with whom I come into contact. I know what action to take if abuse is discovered or
Age
range of children/range of vulnerabilities:
disclosed.
................................................................................................................................................
Signed ...........................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................
Date ..............................................................................................................
Person to whom responsible/supervising ..............................................................................
N.B. activity
All information
(e.g.
leader) will be held safely and in confidence, in accordance with the Data
Protection Act 1998.
The Role Description is attached to this form. Start date: ………………………………….
Group to whom responsible/the appointing body: The Dean & Chapter
Training requirements: Diocesan Safeguarding Foundation level training (to be
completed within 6 months of the date of this agreement. Volunteers will receive full details
of courses available, together with booking instructions, in their welcome pack letter.
Date/month when this role description is to be reviewed ………………………………………
(ie toward the middle and end of a probationary period of six months and then annually).

Dated ………………………………… Signed ……………………………………………………
(on behalf of the Cathedral Chapter)

aaa

The Cathedral commits to:

Induction and Training:
To provide you with an induction into the Cathedral’s structure, work, and permanent staff, and
any induction/training needed to meet the responsibilities of your volunteer role.

Supervision and support:
To explain the standards the Cathedral sets for its services and to support you in achieving
and maintaining them.
To provide a named point of reference in the fulfilment of your role, who will meet with you for
discussion and review.
To help you develop your volunteering role.
To enable positive and constructive working relationships with the Cathedral’s paid staff.

Health and Safety / Safeguarding:
To provide adequate training and feedback in support of the Cathedral’s health and safety
information, and safeguarding guidelines.

Insurance:
To provide insurance cover for you whilst under-taking voluntary duties approved and
authorised by us.

Equal Opportunities:
To ensure all volunteers are dealt with in accordance with the Cathedral’s Equal Opportunities
Policy.

Problems:
If any problems, difficulties or concerns occur in the course of your voluntary activities the
Cathedral will seek to resolve these speedily and with full consideration. You should initially
raise such issues with the Activity Leader. Safeguarding issues should be referred to the
Canon Missioner or the Canon Warden.

bbb

To be completed by the worker with children/young people/adults
You agree:
To perform your volunteering role to the best of your ability, meeting time commitments and
agreed standards and to give reasonable notice so the Cathedral may make other
arrangements when this is not possible.
To follow the Cathedral’s policies and procedures including Health and Safety, Equal
Opportunities, and Safeguarding, including training where this is deemed necessary and
appropriate.
To maintain the confidential information of the Cathedral and its children and young people to
which you will have access during the course of your volunteering.
To provide suitable agreed referees who may be contacted and to agree to any other checks
being carried out where necessary.
To complete the Diocesan Safeguarding Foundation course within 6 months of the date of this
agreement.
Volunteers are an important and valued part of the Cathedral.
We appreciate your volunteering with us, and we will do the best we
can to make your volunteering experience an enjoyable and rewarding one.

I have understood the nature of the work I am to do with children/young people/adults who
may be at risk of abuse or neglect.
I have read the guidelines produced by the Cathedral for safeguarding children and young
people/adults who may be at risk of abuse or neglect. I understand that it is my duty to protect
the children, young people and adults who may be at risk of abuse or neglect with whom I
come into contact. I know what action to take if abuse is discovered or disclosed.
I acknowledge receipt of this Agreement and agree to provide voluntary services and to comply
with all the Cathedral’s operating procedures and standards required of me in the course of
carrying out my volunteering role.
I agree to maintain the confidential information of the Cathedral and its personnel and visitors.
For the avoidance of doubt, this agreement is binding in honour only, is not intended to be a
legally binding contract and is not intended to give rise to a relationship of employer and
employee.
Dated ........................................ Signed ……………………………………………………………
Volunteer
N.B. All information will be held safely and in confidence,
in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998.
KN/Safeguarding/VolunteerAgreements/Volunteers’Agreement(Nurture)March2016
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Appendix 2 – Recruitment forms for Volunteers
c)

Confidential Declaration Form

Confidential Declaration of Criminal Record,
Orders of Civil Courts and Other Conduct
for those whose work has a Safeguarding focus or falls under the requirements of
Rehabilitation of Offenders Act 1974 (Exceptions) Order 1975.
The Confidential Declaration form must be completed by all those wishing to work with children and/or
adults experiencing, or at risk of, abuse or neglect. It applies to all roles, including clergy, employees,
ordinands and volunteers who are to be in substantial contact with children and/or adults experiencing,
or at risk of, abuse or neglect.
This form is strictly confidential and, except under compulsion of law, will be seen only by those
involved in the recruitment/appointment process and, when appropriate, the Diocesan Safeguarding
Adviser or someone acting in a similar role/position. All forms will be kept securely in compliance with
the Data Protection Act 1998.
If you answer yes to any question, please give details, on the separate sheet, if necessary, giving the
number of the question which you are answering.
Please note that the Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) is an independent body, which came into
existence on 1st December 2012. It combines the functions of the Criminal Records Bureau (CRB) and
the Independent Safeguarding Authority (ISA).
Notes applicable to questions 1 and 2: Declare all convictions, cautions, warnings, and reprimands
etc. that are not subject to the DBS filtering rules. Broadly, where your position/role involves substantial
contact with children and/or adults experiencing, or at risk of, abuse or neglect (i.e. where you are
eligible for an enhanced DBS check) you will be expected to declare all convictions and/or cautions
etc., even if they are ‘spent’ provided they have not been filtered by the DBS filtering rules.
If your position/role does not involve substantial contact with children and/or adults
experiencing, or at risk of abuse or neglect you should only declare ‘unspent’ and ‘unfiltered’
convictions/ cautions etc.
Convictions, cautions etc. and the equivalent obtained abroad must be declared as well as those
received in the UK.
If you are unsure of how to respond to any of the above please seek advice from an appropriate
independent representative (e.g. your solicitor) because any failure to disclose relevant convictions,
cautions etc. could result in the withdrawal of approval to work with children and/or adults experiencing,
or at risk of abuse or neglect.

eee

1)

Have you ever been convicted of or charged with a criminal offence or been bound over to keep
the peace that has not been filtered in accordance with the DBS filtering rules1? (Include both
‘spent2’ and ‘unspent’ convictions)
YES 
NO 

2)

Have you ever received a caution, reprimand or warning from the police that has not been
filtered in accordance with the DBS filtering rules3?
YES 
NO 

3)

Are you at present (or have you ever been) under investigation by the police or an employer or
other organisation for which you worked for any offence / misconduct?
YES 
NO 

4)

Are you or have you ever been prohibited and / or barred from work with children and/or adults
who may be at risk of abuse or neglect?
YES 
NO 

5)

Has a family court ever made a finding of fact in relation to you, that you have caused significant
harm to a child and / or adult who may be at risk of abuse or neglect, or has any such court
made an order against you on the basis of any finding or allegation that any child and / or adult
who may be at risk of abuse or neglect was at risk of significant harm from you4?
YES 
NO 

6)

Has your conduct ever caused or been likely to cause significant harm to a child and/ or adult
who may be at risk of abuse or neglect, and / or put a child or adult who may be at risk of abuse
or neglect at risk of significant harm?
YES 
NO 
* Significant harm – as above.

Note: Make any statement you wish regarding any incident you wish to declare.

7)

To your knowledge, has it ever been alleged that your conduct has resulted in any of those
things?
YES 

NO 

If yes, please give details, including the date(s) and nature of the conduct, or alleged conduct, and whether you were
dismissed, disciplined, moved to other work or resigned from any paid or voluntary work as a result.

Note: Declare any complaints or allegations made against you, however long ago, that you have significantly harmed
a child, young person or adult who is at risk of abuse or neglect. Any allegation or complaint investigated by the police,
Children’s Services, an employer, voluntary body or other body for which you worked must be declared. Checks will
be made with the relevant authorities.
1

You do not have to declare any adult conviction where: (a) 11 years (or 5.5 years if under 18 at the time of the
conviction) have passed since the date of the conviction; (b) it is your only offence; (c) it did not result in a prison
sentence or suspended prison sentence (or detention order) and (d) it does not appear on the DBS’s list of specified
offences relevant to safeguarding (broadly violent, drug related and/or sexual in nature). Please note that a conviction
must comply with (a), (b), (c) and (d) in order to be filtered. Further guidance is provided by the DBS and can be
found
at
www.gov.uk/government/publications/filtering-rules-for-criminal-record-check-certificates
and
www.gov.uk/government/ publications/dbs-filtering-guidance
2
Please note that the ‘rehabilitation periods’ (i.e. the amount of time which has to pass before a conviction etc. can
become ‘spent’) have recently been amended by the Legal Aid, Sentencing and Punishment of Offenders Act 2012.
Since 10 March 2014, custodial sentences greater than 4 years are never ‘spent’. For further guidance in relation to
the ‘rehabilitation periods’, please see http://hub.unlock.org.uk/knowledgebase/spent-now-brief-guide-changes-roa/
3
You do not have to declare any adult caution where: (a) 6 years (or 2 years if under 18 at the time of the caution,
reprimand or warning) have passed since the date of the caution etc. and (b) it does not appear on the DBS’s list of
specified offences referred to in footnote 1 above. Please note that a caution etc. must comply with (a) and (b) in
order to be filtered
4
‘Significant harm’ involves serious ill-treatment of any kind including neglect, physical, emotional or sexual abuse, or
impairment of physical or mental health development. It will also include matters such as a sexual relationship with a
young person or adult for whom an individual had pastoral responsibility or was in a position of respect, responsibility
or authority, where he/she was trusted by others.
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8)

Has a child in your care or for whom you have or had parental responsibility ever been removed
from your care, been placed on the Child Protection Register or been the subject of child
protection planning, a care order, a supervision order, a child assessment order or an
emergency protection order under the Children Act 1989, or a similar order under any other
legislation?
YES 

NO 

Note: All these matters shall be checked with the relevant authorities

DECLARATION
I declare that the above information (and that on the separate sheet) is accurate and complete to the
best of my knowledge.
Date........................................... Signed.................................................................................................

Full name...............................................................................................................................................
Date of birth ........................................

Address..................................................................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................................................................
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Before an appointment can be made applicants who will have substantial contact with children and/or
adults experiencing, or at risk of abuse or neglect in their roles will be required to obtain an enhanced
DBS check (with or without a barred list check (as appropriate)) from the Disclosure and Barring
Service.
All information declared on this form will be carefully assessed to decide whether it is relevant to the
post applied for and will only be used for the purpose of safeguarding children, young people and/or
adults experiencing, or at risk of abuse or neglect.
Please note that the existence of a DBS will not necessarily prevent a person from being appointed, it
is only if the nature of any matters revealed may be considered to place a child and/or an adult
experiencing, or at risk of abuse or neglect at risk.

Please return completed form to:

Canon Jan Kearton
3 The Abbey
CARLISLE
CA3 8TZ

ggg

Separate sheet.

KN/SAFEGUARDING/Forms/Confidential Declaration of Criminal RecordJune2016
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Appendix 2 – Recruitment forms for Volunteers
d)

Emergency Contact details form

CONTACT DETAILS IN CASE OF EMERGENCY
Your Name: ……………………………………………………………………………………….
Address: …………………………………………………………………………………………..
……………………………………………………………………………………………………….
In the event of an emergency concerning yourself which takes place during you
period of volunteering here at the Cathedral, who would you like us to contact to let
them know?
(Please fill in as much information as possible, and write clearly)
Name: ……………………………………………………………………………………………….
Contact details (landline and mobile numbers if possible):……………………………………..
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Name: ………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Contact details (landline and mobile numbers if possible):……………………………………..
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
In the event of an emergency, we will make every effort to contact the person or persons
named above. Please notify us of any changes to these details, in order that we can
keep our records updated.
Please return this form to Canon Jan Kearton at No. 3 The Abbey, Carlisle CA3 8TZ.
JK/KN September 2014
KN/SAFEGUARDING/Forms/EmergencyContactDetails
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Appendix 2 – Recruitment forms for Volunteers
e)

Consent to process sensitive data form

DATA PROTECTION

CONSENT TO PROCESS SENSITIVE DATA
In order to comply with the Data Protection Act, (1998), (Carlisle Cathedral) must obtain
permission to hold and use personal information, including their photographic likeness, about
individuals that could be considered sensitive. This information will be used for any purpose
related to the proper management of staff, including but not limited to, the following categories:









Recording and managing training, personal development and performance;
Recording and managing access to premises;
Checking suitability and fitness to work at (place of work);
Managing and maintaining a safe working environment at (place of work);
Managing duties and obligations under the Disability Discrimination Act;
Race and Ethnic Origins;
Criminal Records (unspent convictions, as designated by the Criminal Justice Act,
1974);
Provision of security passes.

I give my explicit consent to the use of the above information and understand that this
information will be used only for the purposes set out in the statement above, and my consent
is conditional upon (Carlisle Cathedral) complying with the obligations and duties under the
Data Protection Act, 1998.
Signed: ..............................................................................

Date: |__|__| |__|__| |__|__|__|__|

NAME: .............................................................................................................................................
DEPARTMENT: ...............................................................................................................................
DATE OF BIRTH: |__|__| |__|__| |__|__|__|__| (optional)

This form should be completed and returned to the Canon Warden, 3 The Abbey, Carlisle CA3 8TZ.
KN/SAFEGUARDING/Forms/DataProtectionform
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Appendix 2 – Recruitment forms for Volunteers
f(i)

Reference request form for roles with a safeguarding focus adult workforce

date
Name and address
of referee

Dear
Name & Address of person
Role: Pastoral Visitor at Carlisle Cathedral
The above has given your name as someone who may be contacted in relation to their
application to work with adults who may be at risk of abuse of neglect. Guidelines from the
Government and the Church of England advise that all voluntary organisations, including
churches, should take steps to safeguard the vulnerable groups entrusted to their care. I would
be grateful if you could comment on the following factors as they may apply to the applicant:







previous experience of looking after, visiting or working with adults in a variety of
circumstances;
their ability to provide warm and consistent care;
evidence of their willingness to respect the background and culture of adults they visit;
their commitment to treat all adults who may be at risk of abuse or neglect as individuals
and with equal concern;
their own physical health, mental stability, integrity and flexibility;
any evidence or concern that they would not be suitable to work with adults who may
be at risk of abuse or neglect.

I shall be grateful if you will kindly use the questions on the reverse of this letter for your
reply and return it to me at the address below. Please mark the envelope ‘confidential’.
Thank you for your assistance.
Yours sincerely,

mmm

NAME:

ROLE:

How long have you known the applicant? …………………years.
Please comment on:
Their previous experience of looking after or working with adults who may be at risk of abuse
or neglect:
...................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
Their ability to provide warm and consistent care:
...................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................
Evidence of their willingness to respect the background and culture of adults in their care:
...................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................
Their commitment to treat all adults as individuals and with equal concern:
...................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................
Are there any adjustments, or is there any support, that would be needed in order for this
person to fulfil their role with adults who may be at risk of abuse or neglect?’
...................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................
Any evidence or concern that they would not be suitable to work with adults who may be at
risk of abuse or neglect?
...................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................
Dated ………………………………………….. Signed …………………………………………

N.B. All information will be held in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998
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Appendix 2 – Recruitment forms for Volunteers
f(ii)

Reference request form for roles with a safeguarding focus child workforce

date
Name and address
of referee

Dear
Name & Address of person
Role: Chorister Chaperone at Carlisle Cathedral
The above has given your name as someone who may be contacted in relation to their
application to work with children and young people. Guidelines from the Government and the
Church of England advise that all voluntary organisations, including churches, should take
steps to safeguard the vulnerable groups entrusted to their care. I would be grateful if you
could comment on the following factors as they may apply to the applicant:







previous experience of looking after or working with children or young people;
their ability to provide warm and consistent care;
evidence of their willingness to respect the background and culture of children in their
care;
their commitment to treat all children, young people or adults who may be at risk of
abuse or neglect as individuals and with equal concern;
their physical health, mental stability, integrity and flexibility;
any evidence or concern that they would not be suitable to work with children or young
people.

Please use the questions on the reverse of this letter for your reply and return it to me at the
address below.
Thank you for your assistance.
Yours sincerely,

ooo

NAME ………………………………………….. ROLE …………………………………………
How long have you known the applicant? …………………years.
Please comment on:
Their previous experience of looking after or working with children or young people:
...................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
Their ability to provide warm and consistent care:
...................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................
Evidence of their willingness to respect the background and culture of children in their care:
...................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................
Their commitment to treat all children and young people as individuals and with equal
concern:
...................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................
Are there any adjustments, or is there any support, that would be needed in order for this
person to fulfil their role with children or young people.
...................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
Any evidence or concern that they would not be suitable to work with children or young
people.
...................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................
Dated ………………………………………….. Signed …………………………………………
N.B. All information will be held in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998
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Appendix 2 – Recruitment forms for Volunteers
g)

Confirmation of Appointment form Volunteer

Confirmation of Appointment Form
This form has been developed to ensure the volunteers who work with children or adults who
may be at risk of abuse or neglect are appointed safely in accordance with the requirements
of Cathedral Safeguarding Procedures Section 4(i) in particular the Seven Step Appointment
Process (page 39)
Name of Applicant ……………………………………….............................................................
Voluntary work at Carlisle Cathedral
Role……………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Role description: The ‘Volunteer Role Description’ found in Appendix 2h) has been
completed giving a full description of the responsibilities of the volunteer with a safeguarding
focus.
Yes/No

Volunteer’s Agreement: The applicant has signed and returned two copies of the
Yes/No

the agreement to the Chapter Safeguarding Lead.

Confidential Declaration: The applicant has completed and returned the Confidential
Declaration form Appendix 2c).
Yes/No
References: Two satisfactory references have been received following use of the
Yes/No

Reference Request form Appendix 2f).

Interviews: The applicant has been interviewed by the person responsible for the
appointment (usually the activity leader) and the Cathedral Safeguarding Lead.

Yes/No

DBS Check: The applicant has a clear DBS certificate for this role or has a DBS certificate
which is transferable under the Cathedral Safeguarding Policy (please follow Cathedral
procedures in Section 4 ii) to get a DBS check and confirm it is clear to Church House or
confirm the applicant has a ‘transferable certificate’ within Cathedral Procedures.
Yes/No

Confirmation of Appointment
All of the above steps have been completed and the applicant is suitable to be appointed to this role.
Signed ……………………………………………………..

Appointer

Full Name………………………………………………….
Signed ……………………………………………………..

Chapter Safeguarding Lead

Full Name ………………………………………………….
Date ………………………………………………………...
The volunteer’s relevant supervisor will be sent an email confirming
that safeguarding processes have been satisfactorily completed.
KN/Safeguarding/Forms/ConfirmationofAppointmentVolunteerformAppendix 2gJune2016
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Appendix 2 – Recruitment forms for Volunteers
h)

Role Descriptions – with a safeguarding requirement

i)

Chorister Chaperone

CHORISTER CHAPERONE
ROLE:

Choir Chaperone

LOCATION:

Carlisle Cathedral

RESPONSIBLE TO:

The Master of Music

MAIN PURPOSE OF ROLE:

To be responsible for the safety and well-being of
choristers while they are on the Cathedral premises
at all times, and to assist in the supervision of their
activities.

MAIN DUTIES:


To supervise the play time of choristers from 3.45pm until tea. Play will take place
outside when the weather is fine, and inside Bishop Smith’s Registry when wet.



At 4pm (3.55pm if large numbers), to take the Choristers to the Prior’s Kitchen for their
tea.



At 4.12pm to take the choristers quietly into the Cathedral for the 4.15pm practice.



To ensure that the lights in the Prior’s Kitchen are turned off, all rubbish is removed,
and the doors are securely locked.



To be on duty until 6.45pm on Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday.



On Wednesdays to be on duty with the Youth Choir from 4-7.15pm.



On Sundays to be on duty from 9.15 – 11.45am or 1.00pm, and then to supervise lunch
in the Prior’s Kitchen from 1–1.45pm.



Sunday afternoon duties will be from 1.45–4.00pm.



Work with a second colleague chaperone when in Bishop Smith’s Registry and the
Prior’s Kitchen.

sss



Be prepared to give permission to children to use the toilet in the Prior’s Kitchen, and
to accompany a child to the Prior’s Kitchen from Bishop Smith’s Registry, waiting
outside the toilets for the child to re-emerge.



When a chorister is unwell, at the request of the Master of the Music, telephone parents
using the Vestry telephone and the contacts list provided. Wait inside the Cathedral
with the chorister until he/she is collected.



At the end of Evensong/practice session/morning service on Sunday wait with the
choristers and/or probationers inside the Cathedral until they are collected.



Chaperones must not discuss individual choir members’ behaviour or ability with other
persons except where a chaperone has safeguarding concerns about an individual
choir member and in this case, the Cathedral Safeguarding Policy requirements must
be operated.

Mr Jeremy Suter
Master of the Music

Canon Jan Kearton
Canon Warden
Carlisle Cathedral

Version: September 2014
KN/Safeguarding/RoleDescriptors/ChoirChaperoneRole
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Appendix 2 – Recruitment forms for Volunteers
h) Role Descriptions – with a safeguarding requirement
ii)

Youth Chaperone

YOUTH CHOIR CHAPERONE
ROLE:

Youth Choir Chaperone

LOCATION:

Carlisle Cathedral

RESPONSIBLE TO:

The Assistant Organist

MAIN PURPOSE OF ROLE:

To be responsible for the safety and well-being of
members of the Youth Choir while they are on the
Cathedral premises at all times, and to assist in the
supervision of their activities.

MAIN DUTIES:


At 4pm arrive at the Song Room to chaperone. The Assistant Organist will provide a
key for the Song Room and a key for the main Cathedral entrance door. Unlock Song
Room door.



At 4.50pm lock Song Room and accompany the Youth Choir to the Choir Stalls for their
practice.



At 5.20pm unlock the Song Room and remain there with the Youth Choir and Assistant
Organist until 5.30pm.



At 5.30pm lock the Song Room and go into Evensong to continue chaperone duties,
sitting in the front row of the Well (beside the choir).



At 6.15pm, when the Youth Choir has processed out, unlock Song Room. Chaperone
duties continue until 7.15pm. Between 6.15pm and 7pm singing lessons take place in
the Cathedral. During this period, the Chaperone is required to move between the Song
Room and the Cathedral to carry out duties.



At 7pm unlock main door for Youth Choir members to leave. Be aware of parental
consent forms allowing young people to leave the Cathedral alone and implement
parents’ requests. If emergency calls have been received from parents who are
prevented from collecting their young person on time, remain with the young person
until the parent arrives.
uuu



At 7.15pm the chaperone returns the keys to the Assistant Organist.



If a Youth Choir member is unwell, with the permission of the Assistant Organist,
telephone parents from the Vestry and wait inside the Cathedral with the young person
until they are collected.



Chaperones may from time to time be requested to accompany the Youth Choir to a
concert or service venue outside the Cathedral. In these circumstances, the
chaperone’s duty remains to ensure the safety and well-being of choir members both
whilst travelling to a venue and during time spent at the venue.



Chaperones are required not to discuss individual choir members’ behaviour or ability
with other persons. The exception to this is where a chaperone has safeguarding
concerns about an individual choir member and in this case, the Cathedral
Safeguarding Policy requirements must be operated.

Edward Taylor
Assistant Organist

Canon Jan Kearton
Canon Warden
Carlisle Cathedral

Version: September 2014

KN/Safeguarding/RoleDescriptors/YouthChoirChaperone
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Appendix 2 – Recruitment forms for Volunteers
h) Role Descriptions – with a safeguarding requirement
iii)

Cantate Chaperone

CANTATE CHOIR CHAPERONE
ROLE:

Cantate Choir Chaperone

LOCATION:

Carlisle Cathedral

RESPONSIBLE TO:

The Assistant Organist

MAIN PURPOSE OF ROLE:

To be responsible for the safety and well-being
of members of the Cantate Choir while they are
on the Cathedral premises at all times, and to
assist in the supervision of their activities.

MAIN DUTIES:


At 6.15pm arrive at the Fratry to chaperone the Cantate Choir session. The Assistant
Organist will unlock the toilets in the Fratry before the start and lock them at the end of
the session.



Please position yourself where you are able to see all members of the Choir for the
duration of the session.



If children ask to use the toilet, and the Assistant Organist grants permission, monitor
the Health and Safety risks of heavy fire doors, an open stone staircase and a narrow
corridor, by following children to the corridor but not into the lavatory space.



If one of the children is unwell, at the request of the Assistant Organist, telephone
parents using the Assistant Organist’s mobile phone and refer to the contacts list
provided and wait inside the Fratry with the child until they are collected.



At 7.30pm, when the session is finished, please wait with members of the choir inside
the Fratry until they are collected. If emergency calls have been received from parents
who are prevented from collecting their child on time, please remain with the young
person until their parent arrives.



Chaperones may from time to time be requested to accompany the Cantate Choir to a
concert venue outside the Cathedral. In these circumstances, the chaperone’s duty
remains to ensure the safety and well-being of choir members both whilst travelling to
a venue and during time spent at the venue.
www



Chaperones are required not to discuss an individual child’s behaviour or ability with
other persons. The exception to this is where a chaperone has safeguarding concerns
about an individual choir member and in this case, the Cathedral Safeguarding Policy
requirements must be operated.

Mr Edward Taylor
Assistant Organist

Canon Jan Kearton
Canon Warden
Carlisle Cathedral

Version: September 2014

KN/Safeguarding/RoleDescriptors/CantateChaperone
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Appendix 2 – Recruitment forms for Volunteers
h)

Role Descriptions – with a safeguarding requirement

iv)

Pastoral Link Visitor

ROLE:

Pastoral Link Visitor

LOCATION:

Carlisle Cathedral

RESPONSIBLE TO:

The Canon Warden

MAIN DUTIES:
1. Under the supervision of the Canon Warden, to undertake to visit adults in their homes
as the Canon Warden requests.
2. To make regular and timely visits to a schedule agreed with both the Canon Warden
and the person being visited. To report to the Canon Warden any particular concerns
that arise in the course of those visits, knowing that the Canon Warden would prefer to
be contacted however slight the concern is.
3. To be aware that sick, lonely, anxious and otherwise unwell adults who may be at risk
of abuse or neglect and must be treated as such. To understand that adults who may
be at risk of abuse or neglect fall within the scope of the Cathedral’s Safeguarding
Policies and to act at all times in compliance with those policies.
4. At all times, to maintain the confidentiality of the person being visited unless there is a
concern which should be dealt with as in 3. above.
5. To undertake a course of Safeguarding Training offered by Carlisle Diocese at
Foundation Level and to inform the Dean’s PA of the date attended.
6. To respect the autonomy of the individual visited and to understand that there is a
delicate balance of power between visitor and the person visited. Never to seek to exert
power over the person visited.
7. To inform the Canon Warden immediately if it has been necessary to help with personal
care, dressing or the handling of money during a visit.
8. To attend any Cathedral training related to this role that the Canon Warden may from
time to time provide.
Canon Jan Kearton
Canon Warden
Version: May 2015
KN/Safeguarding/RoleDescriptors/RolePastoralLinkVisitor
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Appendix 2 – Recruitment forms for Volunteers
h) Role Descriptions – with a safeguarding requirement
v)

Chapter Lay Safeguarding Lead

ROLE:

The Cathedral Lay Safeguarding Lead

LOCATION:

Carlisle Cathedral

RESPONSIBLE TO:

Chapter’s Safeguarding Lead

MAIN DUTIES:
1. To be known to the Chapter and the Cathedral community and, with or without the
Chapter Safeguarding lead, to be available to the Cathedral community to discuss
Safeguarding concerns.
2. To be thoroughly conversant with the Diocesan/Cathedral Safeguarding policy and to
attend such Safeguarding training and update meetings as the Diocesan Safeguarding
Adviser shall from time to time recommend.
3. To be the person whose contact details appear on the Cathedral Safeguarding posters
and in the Cathedral’s Safeguarding leaflets.
4. To meet regularly with the Chapter Safeguarding lead and to hold the Chapter
Safeguarding lead to account for their delivery of their safeguarding duties.
5. To make independent visits or ‘on spec’ visits to Cathedral activities involving children
or adults who may be at risk of abuse or neglect.
6. To make occasional independent inspection of the Cathedral Safeguarding file and
employment Safeguarding checklist forms to ensure that records are adequately stored
and are up to date.
7. Subject to the Chapter’s satisfaction that the role is being properly fulfilled, to hold the
role for a maximum period of two years unless reappointed by Chapter for a further
term.

Canon Jan Kearton
Canon Warden
Version: March 2015
KN/Safeguarding/RoleDescriptors/DutiesofLaySafeguardingLead
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Appendix 2 – Recruitment forms for Volunteers
h) Role Descriptions – with a safeguarding requirement
vi)

Nurture Team Lead Volunteer

NURTURE TEAM LEAD VOLUNTEER

ROLE:

Nurture Team Lead

LOCATION:

Carlisle Cathedral

RESPONSIBLE TO:

Cathedral Chapter

MAIN PURPOSE OF ROLE:

to arrange and supervise the provision of
nurturing activities for the Cathedral’s work with
those under 18 including
children, young people and families.

Main Duties:








provision of a nurture programme;
supervision of a team to lead the programme;
to lead the implementation of safeguarding for all nurture programme activities;
to participate in an annual safeguarding audit with Chapter Safeguarding Lead
report to Chapter;
seek to develop a high quality of nurture throughout the Cathedral;
regular meetings with Nurture Team Members for consultation and planning.

Principal Areas of Work:
a)
b)
c)

Youth/Children/Family activities (normally on a Sunday);
Youth Cell Meetings;
Occasional outings and events off site.

Principal Duties:
a)
b)

to develop and maintain an effective nurture programme for children, young
people and families connected to the Cathedral;
to be fully familiar with the Cathedral Safeguarding Policy (CSP) and to implement
it at all times when leading work in the Cathedral setting among children and
adults who may be at risk of abuse or neglect, ensuring that all volunteers/activity
helpers also understand and implement the CSP and that all necessary risk
assessments have been conducted, recorded and implemented;
cccc

c)
d)
e)

f)

g)
h)

to keep accurate registers of those attending activities and to submit these as
described below;
to ensure that the Cathedral’s Health & Safety Policy is fully understood and
implemented at all times during activities;
in the event of joint activities taking place with organisations other than the
Cathedral, to ensure that the Chapter Safeguarding Lead is consulted in advance
of the arrangement being confirmed;
when taking activities offsite for any period of time, to ensure that all necessary
risk assessments are performed and recorded, that all volunteers understand and
implement them and that safeguarding procedures are maintained;
to have undergone safeguarding training under the Diocese of Carlisle scheme to
a level specified by the Chapter Safeguarding Lead;
annually in January to submit all Health & Safety, Safeguarding, membership and
attendance records in paper form to the Dean’s PA for permanent storage.

Michael Manley
Canon Missioner

Version: October 2015
KN/Safeguarding/RoleDescriptions/NurtureTeamLeadVolunteer
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Appendix 2 – Recruitment forms for Volunteers
h) Role Descriptions – with a safeguarding requirement
vii)

Nurture Team Member Volunteer

NURTURE TEAM MEMBER VOLUNTEER
ROLE:

Nurture Team Member

LOCATION:

Carlisle Cathedral

RESPONSIBLE TO:

Nurture Team Leader

MAIN PURPOSE OF ROLE:

to lead or assist in leading organised
activities for the Cathedral’s work with those under
18, including children, young people and families.

Main Duties:



to lead or assist in leading activity sessions arranged by the Nurture Team Lead;
to be aware of, and to implement at all times, good practice in safeguarding, health &
safety and nurturing techniques appropriate to the age and stage of the participants.

Principal Areas of Work:
a)
b)
c)

Youth/Children/Family activities (normally on a Sunday);
Youth Cell Meetings;
Occasional outings and events off site.

Principal Duties:
a)

If the designated leader:




b)

to check, maintain and supervise the implementation of safeguarding requirements in
force;
to deliver the agreed teaching or activity within the agreed time in an appropriate
manner;
to supervise those involved in the activity.
if the designated assistant:



to support the designated lead in his/her duties.

Michael Manley
Canon Missioner
Version: October 2015
KN/Safeguarding/RoleDescriptions/NurtureTeamMemberVolunteer
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Appendix 2 – Recruitment forms for Volunteers
h) Role Descriptions – with a safeguarding requirement
viii)

Hospital Chaplaincy Team (HCT)

The role description of HCT volunteers are held by the Cumberland Infirmary, under whose
Safeguarding Policy volunteers operate. The Cumberland Infirmary is responsible for ensuring
HCT members’ compliance with all its policies, codes of conduct and recommended practices.

gggg
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Appendix 2 – Recruitment forms for Volunteers
i)

Model interview/Discussion template

Model interview/discussion for Volunteers
This is a simple model Church of England interview / discussion form template for a volunteer which
can be used, amended or substituted by a local model as required. Clearly the precise questions will
need to be chosen to take account of the specific responsibilities outlined in the role outline form.

Interview / discussion questions for a volunteer seeking to work with children / adults
experiencing, or at risk of abuse or neglect and outcome
The purpose of the interview / discussion is to explore the applicant’s suitability. Notes of the
interview / discussion must be retained and attached to this form which must be returned to
the Dean’s PA and retained on behalf the Cathedral. The following factors must be addressed:
Name and address of applicant:
Date of discussion:
1. What experience have you of working with children / adults experiencing, or at risk of
abuse or neglect?
2. Can you give an example of something that you have done that demonstrates your
commitment to working with vulnerable groups (i.e. children and/or adults experiencing,
or at risk of abuse or neglect)?
3. Can you give some examples of how you would provide kind, consistent and safe care?
4. Can you describe how you would respect the background and culture of children / adults
experiencing, or at risk of abuse or neglect with whom you would volunteer?
5. How would you treat all children / adults experiencing, or at risk of abuse or neglect as
individuals with equal concern?
6. Do you know of any reason why you should not be working with children or adults
experiencing, or at risk of abuse or neglect? Are there any police or employment
matters outstanding which could affect your ability to volunteer?
Outcome
Are there any issues in the Confidential Declaration?
Do the references support the appointment?
Do you recommend their approval to the Chapter Safeguarding Lead*

YES / NO
YES / NO
YES / NO

Signed: ………………………………………………………………………………………….
Name(s) and role …………………………………………………………………………………………………
* Under Cathedral Safeguarding Policy section 4.i the appointment can only be confirmed after the DBS check is
received and the Chapter Safeguarding Lead & Activity Leader have signed the form 2g) Confirmation of
Appointment form.

KN/Safeguarding/Forms/ModelInterviewDiscussionVolunteerAppendix 2i)
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Appendix 3 – Recruitment forms permanent staff
a)

General application form

CARLISLE CATHEDRAL
APPLICATION FORM
POSITION APPLIED FOR:_______________________________________
The following information will be treated in the strictest confidence.

Personal
(Please complete this section in BLOCK CAPITALS)
Surname:

___________________________________

First name:

___________________________________

Address:

___________________________________
___________________________________

Postcode:

___________________________________

Home telephone number:

___________________________________

Mobile telephone number:

___________________________________

Full Driving Licence:

Yes / No

Endorsements:

Yes / No

If YES, please give further details including dates:
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Are you involved in any activity which might limit your availability to work or your working hours e.g., local
government?
Yes / No
If YES, please give full details:
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Are you subject to any restrictions or covenants which might restrict your working activities?
Yes / No
If YES, please give full details:
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Are you willing to work overtime and weekends if required?

Yes / No

Please give details of any hours which you would not wish to work:
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Have you any convictions (other than spent convictions under the Rehabilitation of Offenders Act 1974?)
Yes / No
If YES, please give full details:
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

If offered employment, you will be required to complete a Medical Questionnaire. Are you prepared to undergo
a medical examination before starting employment?
Yes / No
Have you ever worked for this Company before?

Yes / No

If YES, please give full details:
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Have you applied for employment with this business before?

Yes / No

kkkk

Do you need a work permit to take up employment in the U.K.?

Yes / No

How much notice are you required to give to your current employer?
__________________________________________________________________________

Education
Schools attended since age 11

From

To

Examinations and Results

College or University

From

To

Courses and Results

Further Formal Training

From

To

Diploma/Qualification

Job related Training Courses
Name of Organisation

Date

Subject

Please give details of membership of any technical or professional associations:

______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
Please list languages spoken and the level of competence:

______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

llll

Employment Details
Please give details of your past employment, excluding your present or last employer, stating the most recent
first.
Name and address
of employer

Dates

Position held/Main duties

Reason for
leaving

Present or Last Employer
Are you currently employed?

Yes / No

Name of present or last employer:

___________________________________

Address:

___________________________________
___________________________________

Telephone number:

___________________________________

Nature of business:

___________________________________

Job title & brief description of duties:

___________________________________
___________________________________

Reason for leaving:

___________________________________

Length of service:

From: ____________

To: _____________

mmmm

Interests, Achievements, and Leisure Activities
(e.g. hobbies, sports, club memberships)

______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
Supplementary Information
Please set out below any further information to support your application
(e.g. past achievements, future aspirations, personal strengths)

______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
Declaration
I declare that the information given in this form is complete and accurate. I understand that any false
information or deliberate omissions will disqualify me from employment or may render me liable to summary
dismissal. I understand these details will be held in confidence by the Company, for the purposes of ongoing
personnel administration and payroll administration in compliance with the Data Protection Act 1998. I
undertake to notify the Company immediately of any changes to the above details.
Signed:

_____________________________________________________________

PRINTED:

_____________________________________________________________

Date:

_____________________________________________________________

References
Please give the names of two people (one of which should be your present or most recent employer) whom we
may approach for a reference.
Can we approach your current employer before an offer of employment is made? Yes / No
Name:

Name:

Position:

Position:

Address:

Address:

Tel. No:

Tel. No:

Source of Application
How did you hear of this vacancy?

__________________________________________
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b)

Confidential Declaration

(see Appendix 2(c) above)
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Appendix 3 – Recruitment forms permanent staff
c) Emergency Contact details form
(see Appendix 2(d) above)
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d)

Consent to process sensitive data form

(see Appendix 2(e) above)
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Appendix 3 – Recruitment forms permanent staff
e)

Former employment reference request form for roles with a safeguarding focus
(variations on following letter for male/female and post/email.)

date

Name and address
of referee
Dear
Carlisle Cathedral: Reference request – Name of Candidate
We are offering employment as an job title in our department to name who has given your
name as a referee.
The main duties of the job are set out in the attached task list:
We would be grateful if you could answer the following questions. Your comments will be
treated in the strictest confidence.
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

In what capacity was she employed by you?
For how long was she employed?
How many days was she absent due to sickness in the last three years?
On the following scale, where 4 is very good and 1 is poor, please rate the candidate
in respect of their:
Honesty
1
2
3
4
Conduct
1
2
3
4
Timekeeping
1
2
3
4
Quality of work
1
2
3
4
Relationships with others
1
2
3
4
How many weeks (if any) of Parental Leave has she taken?
Are there any reasons or circumstances which would make it
undesirable for us to consider the application?
Yes / No
If ‘Yes’, please provide further details.

7.
8.

Would you re employ her?
What was her reason for leaving?

9.

If the candidate makes a subject access request under the Data
Protection Act 1998 to view the personal data held about her,
would you wish us to contact you to obtain your express consent
before giving her access to this reference.

10.

Yes / No

Yes / No

As this role includes contact with children, young people and adults who may be at
risk of abuse or neglect please could you also fill in the attached form for safeguarding
purposes.
uuuu

As our recruitment is subject to receiving satisfactory references for candidates, your early
reply would be appreciated.
Thank you for your assistance.
Yours sincerely,

Canon Jan Kearton
Encs.

vvvv

Reference in respect of Name

Role: Job Title

How long have you known the applicant? …………………years.
Please comment on:
Their previous experience of looking after or working with children, young people or
adults who may be at risk of abuse or neglect:
...................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
Their ability to provide warm and consistent care:
...................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
Evidence of their willingness to respect the background and culture of children in
their care:
...................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
Their commitment to treat all children and young people as individuals and with equal
concern:
...................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
Are there any adjustments, or is there any support, that would be needed in order for
this person to fulfil their role with children, young people and adults who may be at
risk of abuse or neglect?’
...................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
Any evidence or concern that they would not be suitable to work with children or
young people.
...................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
Dated ……………………………………………… Signed ……………………………………………………………
N.B. All information will be held in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998.
KN/Safeguarding/Letters/Templates/ReferenceStafffemale(email)
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f)

Personal reference request for roles with a safeguarding focus.

Date
Name & Address

Dear First name,
Carlisle Cathedral: Reference request – name of candidate
We are offering employment as a role to name of candidate who has given your name as a
referee. This role may involve contact with children and adults who may be at risk of abuse
or neglect and recruitment must be conducted according to the Church of England’s Safer
Recruitment Process. The post is also subject to Disclosure and Barring Service checks.
I enclose a form of reference which I would be most grateful if you would kindly complete.
Your comments will be treated in the strictest confidence.
As our recruitment is subject to receiving satisfactory references for candidates, your early
reply would be much appreciated.
Thank you for your assistance.
Yours sincerely,

Canon Jan Kearton

Encs.

yyyy

Reference in respect of name of candidate Role: Role
1.

On the following scale, where 4 is very good and 1 is poor, please rate the candidate
in respect of their:
Honesty
Conduct
Relationships with others

2.

1
1
1

2
2
2

Are there any reasons or circumstances which would make it
undesirable for us to consider the application?

3
3
3

4
4
4

Yes / No

If ‘Yes’, please provide further details.

3.

4.

If the candidate makes a subject access request under the Data
Protection Act 1998 to view the personal data held about him/her,
would you wish us to contact you to obtain your express consent
before giving him/her access to this reference.

Yes / No

As this role includes contact with children, young people and
adults who may be at risk of abuse or neglect please could you
also fill in the questions below for safeguarding purposes.

How long have you known the applicant? …………………years.
Have you had experience of the applicant’s treatment of children or adults who may
be at risk of abuse or neglect?
If yes, please comment below.
...................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
Given what you know of the applicant, do you believe that they would be able to provide
warm and consistent care to children and adults who may be at risk of abuse or
neglect?
...................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
This role in the Cathedral encounters people of all backgrounds, races and beliefs. Do
you believe that this applicant will respect the background and culture of everyone they
meet and particularly that of children and adults who may be at risk of abuse or neglect?
...................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
tttt

In your opinion, would this applicant be committed to treating all children, young
people and adults who may be at risk of abuse or neglect as individuals and with
equal concern?
...................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
Are there any adjustments, or is there any support, that would be needed in order for
this person to fulfil their role with children, young people and adults who may be at risk
of abuse or neglect?
...................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
Do you have any evidence or any concern that this applicant would not be suitable to
work with children, young people or adults who may be at risk of abuse or neglect?
...................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................

Dated ……………………………………………… Signed ………………………………………

Name of Referee

N.B. All information will be held in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998.

KN/Safeguarding/Letters/ReferencetemplateStaff(SafeguardingNOTfrom employer)June2016
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g)

Implementing the Cathedral’s Safeguarding Policy (June 2016)

(see Appendix 1(g) above)
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h)

Role descriptions for those staff whose duties have a safeguarding focus

i)

Chapter Safeguarding Lead

ROLE:

Chapter’s Safeguarding Lead

LOCATION:

Carlisle Cathedral

RESPONSIBLE TO:

Chapter

MAIN DUTIES:


To be familiar with the content of the Diocese’s Safeguarding Policy and have ready
access to it, and to ensure its accessibility to Chapter members.



To work with the Cathedral Safeguarding Lay Lead to maintain a Cathedral
Safeguarding policy which follows the Diocesan policy and is relevant to the Cathedral
and its activities.



To lead the Chapter’s annual review of the Cathedral policy annually at the November
Statutory meeting, ensuring that the Chapter makes all necessary updates and that the
Diocesan Safeguarding Adviser is advised of this process.



To ensure that any concerns about a child, or an adult who may be at risk of abuse or
neglect, or concerns about the behaviour of anyone else, are appropriately reported
both to the statutory agencies and to the Diocesan Safeguarding Adviser, whether the
referral is made by others or by the Chapter lead.



To display in Cathedral premises where children’s activities take place the contact
details of the Cathedral Lay Safeguarding lead, together with the ‘Childline’ and
‘Parentline Plus’ telephone numbers.



To ensure that all leaders of groups for children and adults who may be at risk of abuse
or neglect:
a. Are aware of their responsibilities
b. Follow the code of practice/conduct outlined in Section 3 of the Diocesan
Safeguarding policy and have access to the accompanying forms in appendix 1)
c. Understand Section 5, Recognising and Responding to Abuse, and Section 6,
Responding to Concerns and Complaints.

yyyy



To ensure that all Cathedral activities are run in accordance with the Cathedral policy
and to provide some monitoring/auditing through dropping in/ making ‘on spec’
occasional visits at intervals agreed with Lay Safeguarding Lead and the Chapter.



To ensure that a list is maintained of all those working with children and adults in the
Cathedral and that it is annually reviewed at the Chapter’s November Statutory meeting.



To ensure that the Diocesan Safer Recruitment policy (Section 4) is followed in the
recruitment of permanent staff whose roles include activity with children or adults who
may be at risk of abuse or neglect and volunteers working with children and adults who
may be at risk of abuse or neglect.



To maintain a documented register of those who have DBS/CRB checks linked with
their job descriptions, the date of issue of the certificate, the certificate number, a brief
role title and the date of renewal, and to ensure that new checks are sought in a timely
fashion.



With appropriate and confidential secretarial support, to maintain a Cathedral
Safeguarding file and a documented record of employment processes for each
permanent and volunteer role at the Cathedral with Safeguarding aspects, to keep
these records securely locked and to restrict access to these files to The Dean, the
Chapter Safeguarding lead, the Cathedral Lay Safeguarding lead and the secretary
supporting their maintenance.



To ensure that processes are in place to enable the Cathedral to confidentially store
records referred to in 10 and 11 for 50 years.



With or without the Cathedral Safeguarding lay lead, to ensure that training in Section
3 of the Cathedral/Diocesan Safeguarding policy is delivered to all new Cathedral
Guides and Welcomers whose job descriptions may not include activity with children
and adults who may be at risk of abuse or neglect.

The Very Revd Mark Boyling
Dean

KN/Safeguarding/JobDescriptions/DutiesofChapterSafeguardingLeadJune 2016
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Appendix 3 – Recruitment forms permanent staff
3 h ii)
Statement to form part of the job description of:
Master of the Music, Assistant Organist, Organ Scholar, Senior Lay Clerks, Music
Administrator, Outreach Co-ordinator, Head Verger and Verger.


to have a high regard for the safety and well-being of children and adults who may be
at risk of abuse or neglect;



to be familiar with the Cathedral’s Safeguarding policy and to implement arrangements
for your Department;



to ensure that all who assist with activities also understand the Cathedral Safeguarding
policy and comply with its requirements;



to have undergone DBS checking at enhanced and barred level for work with children
and enhanced level for work with adults who may be at risk of abuse or neglect;



to attend Carlisle Diocese foundation (and Leader when the CSL advises) training in
Safeguarding every three years;



to renew DBS checks when requested by the Dean’s PA in a timely fashion.
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Appendix 3 – Recruitment forms permanent staff
i)

Confirmation of Appointment form

Confirmation of Appointment Form
This form has been developed to ensure the employees who work with children or adults who
may be at risk of abuse or neglect are appointed safely in accordance with the requirements
of Cathedral Safeguarding Procedures Section 4(i) in particular the Seven Step Appointment
Process (page 39)
Name of Applicant ……………………………………….............................................................
Employer ..……………………………………………………………………………………………..
Role……………………………………………………………………………………………………...
Job description: The ‘Employee Role Outline’ found in Appendix 3h) has been completed
giving a full description of the responsibilities of the employee with a safeguarding focus. Yes/No
Application form: The applicant has completed the Cathedral application form
Yes/No

Appendix 3a).

Confidential Declaration: The applicant has completed the Confidential Declaration form
Appendix 3b).
Yes/No
References: Two satisfactory references have been received following use of the
Reference Request form Appendix 3e) one of them from someone outside the Cathedral. Yes/No

Interviews: The applicant has been interviewed by the person responsible for the appointment
(usually the line manager) and the Cathedral Safeguarding Lead.
Yes/No
DBS Check: The applicant has a clear DBS certificate for this role or has a DBS certificate
which is transferable under the Cathedral Safeguarding Policy (please follow Cathedral
procedures in Section 4 ii) to get a DBS check and confirm it is clear to Church House or
confirm the applicant has a ‘transferable certificate’ within Cathedral Procedures.
Yes/No

Confirmation of Appointment
All of the above steps have been completed and the applicant is suitable to be appointed to this role.
Signed ……………………………………………………..

Appointer

Full Name………………………………………………….
Signed ……………………………………………………..

Chapter Safeguarding Lead

Full Name ………………………………………………….
Date ………………………………………………………...
The relevant department will be sent an email confirming that safeguarding processes
have been satisfactorily completed. At the end of the probationary period,
the department is then free to confirm the appointment.
KN/Safeguarding/Forms/ConfirmationofAppointmentEmployeeformAppendix 3i)June2016
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Appendix 4 - Listed Cathedral Activities with Young People
The following activities and leaders have been noted by the Chapter for 2016:
The following activities and leaders have been noted by the Chapter for 2016:
Cathedral Choir Boys & Girls
Chamber Choir & Joint Choir

)
)

Mr J L Suter

Cathedral Youth Choir

Mr E Taylor

Carlisle Cantate Choir

Mr E Taylor

Outreach Co-ordinator

Dr A Howard

Education Dept

Canon A Barbour

Bellringing

Mr R East

Citykidz

Canon M Manley

Plus+ Youth Group

Canon M Manley

Café Church

Canon M Manley

Pastoral Link Visitors

Canon J Kearton

Pastoral Sitting Service

Canon J Kearton

Hospital Chaplaincy Support

Canon J Kearton

Team

Mrs P Porter

(NB Safeguarding responsibility for this activity lies with the Hospital Trust)
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Appendix 5 – DBS packs issued to:
Chorister/Youth Choir & Cantate Chaperones include:
 Volunteer Application Form;
 1 x welcome letter from The Dean;
 1 x Cathedral’s Mission Statement;
 1x Organisational Chart of the various roles here;
 1x role description;
 2 x copies of a Volunteer’s Agreement between Chaperone and the
Cathedral;
 1 x Emergency Contact Details form;
 1x Consent to process sensitive data form;
 1 x DBS application form;
 1 x Guidance notes and a list of Valid Identity Documents;
 1 x Confidential Declaration of Criminal Record, Orders of Civil Courts and
other conduct form;
 1x ‘Implementing the Cathedral’s Safeguarding Policy for Children and
adults who may be at risk of abuse or neglect’ leaflet (June 2016);
 1 x Safeguarding Quick Reference Guide.
Pastoral Link Visitors include:
 Volunteer Application Form;
 A welcome letter from The Dean;
 A copy of the Cathedral’s Mission Statement;
 An Organisational Chart of the various roles here;
 A copy of your role description;
 Code of Conduct for Pastoral Link Visitors Visiting Adults who may be at risk of
abuse or neglect;
 Two copies of a Volunteer’s Agreement between yourself and the Cathedral.
 An Emergency Contact Details form.
 Consent to process sensitive data form.
 A DBS application form.
 Applicant’s Guidance notes and a list of Valid Identity Documents;
 Confidential Declaration of Criminal Record, Orders of Civil Courts and other
conduct form.
 ‘Implementing the Cathedral’s Safeguarding Policy for Children and adults who
may be at risk of abuse or neglect’ leaflet (June 2016);
 Safeguarding Quick Reference Guide.
Chapter Safeguarding Lead includes:
 Volunteer Application Form;
 Copy job description;
 An Emergency Contact Details form.
 Consent to process sensitive data form.
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A DBS application form. NB if clergy DBS is responsibility of the Diocese.
Applicant’s Guidance notes and a list of Valid Identity Documents;
Confidential Declaration of Criminal Record, Orders of Civil Courts and other
conduct form.
Cathedral Children & their Families Policy/Cathedral adults who may be at risk
of abuse or neglect’ Policy
‘Implementing the Cathedral’s Safeguarding Policy for Children and adults who
may be at risk of abuse or neglect’ leaflet (June 2016);
Safeguarding Quick Reference Guide.

Cathedral’s Lay Safeguarding Lead includes:
 Volunteer Application Form;
 1 x welcome letter from The Dean;
 1 x Cathedral’s Mission Statement;
 1 x Organisational Chart of the various roles here;
 1 x role description;
 2 x Volunteer’s Agreement between Visitor and the Cathedral;
 1 x Emergency Contact Details form;
 1 x Consent to process sensitive data form;
 1 x DBS application form;
 1 x Applicant’s Guidance notes and a list of Valid Identity Documents;
 1 x Confidential Declaration of Criminal Record, Orders of Civil Courts and other
conduct form;
 Cathedral Children & their Families Policy/Cathedral adults who may be at risk
of abuse or neglect’ Policy
 1 x ‘Implementing the Cathedral’s Safeguarding Policy for Children and adults
who may be at risk of abuse or neglect’ leaflet (June 2016);
 1 x Safeguarding Quick Reference Guide.
Nurture Team Lead includes:
 Volunteer Registration Form;
 1 x welcome letter from The Dean;
 1 x Cathedral’s Mission Statement;
 1x Organisational Chart of the various roles here;
 1x role description;
 2 x copies of a Volunteer’s Agreement between member and the Cathedral;
 1 x Emergency Contact Details form;
 1x Consent to process sensitive data form;
 1 x DBS application form;
 1 x Guidance notes and a list of Valid Identity Documents;
 1 x Confidential Declaration of Criminal Record, Orders of Civil Courts and other
conduct form;
 Cathedral Children & their Families Policy;
hhhhh




1 x ‘Implementing the Cathedral’s Safeguarding Policy for Children and adults
who may be at risk of abuse or neglect’ leaflet (June 2016);
1 x Safeguarding Quick Reference Guide.

Nurture Team Member includes:
 Volunteer Application Form;
 1 x welcome letter from The Dean;
 1 x Cathedral’s Mission Statement;
 1x Organisational Chart of the various roles here;
 1x role description;
 2 x copies of a Volunteer’s Agreement between member and the Cathedral;
 1 x Emergency Contact Details form;
 1x Consent to process sensitive data form;
 1 x DBS application form;
 1 x Guidance notes and a list of Valid Identity Documents;
 1 x Confidential Declaration of Criminal Record, Orders of Civil Courts and other
conduct form;
 1 x ‘Implementing the Cathedral’s Safeguarding Policy for Children and adults
who may be at risk of abuse or neglect’ leaflet (June 2016);
 1 x Safeguarding Quick Reference Guide.
Member of Staff with Safeguarding Role:
 Job description
 1 x DBS application form;
 1 x Applicant’s Guidance notes and a list of Valid Identity Documents;
 1 x Confidential Declaration of Criminal Record, Orders of Civil Courts
and other conduct form, to be completed;
 Cathedral Children & their Families Policy/Cathedral adults who may be at risk
of abuse or neglect’ Policy (Department Heads)
 1 x ‘Implementing the Cathedral’s Safeguarding Policy for Children
and adults who may be at risk of abuse or neglect’ leaflet (June 2016);
 Safeguarding Quick Reference Guide.
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Appendix 6 - Resources and Useful contact numbers
(a)

Publications

Church House publications
Promoting a Safe Church: policy for safeguarding adults in the Church of England.
2006. House of Bishops
Responding to Domestic Abuse: Guidelines for Those with Pastoral Responsibilities.
Archbishops’ Council, 2006.
Responding well to Domestic Abuse: Policy and Practice Guidance 2017. House of Bishops
https://www.churchofengland.org/sites/default/files/2017-11/responding-well-to-domestic-abuse-formattedmaster-copy-030317.pdf

Responding Well to those who have been sexually abused. House of Bishops. 2011
Protecting All God’s Children: the policy for safeguarding children in the Church of
England. House of Bishops 2010 (4th Edition)
Other publications
No Secrets, Department of Health, 2000. Available from Department of Health, PO
Box 777, London SE1 6XH, or from www.dh.gov.uk/scg/nosecrets.htm.
Safeguarding Adults: a national framework of standards for good practice and
outcomes in adult protection, ADSS, 2005.
Time for Action: A report of Sexual Abuse Issues. 2002. Church House Publishing.
Nicola David, Staying Safe Online, Grove Books, 2007.

(b) Local Contact Information
Diocesan Safeguarding Adviser
Charles Proctor
Mobile telephone: 07458 016884
Email safeguarding.adviser@carlislediocese.org.uk
For DBS forms and processing:
Cath Bell
Church House, Friargate, Penrith, Cumbria CA11 7XR
Tel. 01768 807777
cath.bell@carlislediocese.org.uk
Police – emergency 999 or
Cumbria Police: 101
Carlisle: 01228 528191
email CarlisleEastNPT.@cumbria.police.uk
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Cumbria County Council Adult Social Care
Tel: 01228 226655 or 01228 526690 (out of hours – Emergency Duty Team)
Email carlislessd@cumbria.gov.uk
Cumbria County Council Children’s Services (Safeguarding Hub)
Tel. 0333 240 1727
Email safeguardinghub.fax@cumbria.gov.uk
Bishop’s Chaplain
The Revd Canon Cameron Butland
Bishop’s House, Ambleside Road, Keswick
Tel: 01768 773430
Email bishops.chaplain@carlislediocse.org.uk
Carlisle Diocesan Guild of Church Bell Ringers Safeguarding Representative
Gerald Sewell
Tel. 016973 21170
Email ghsewell@btinternet.com
National Health Service
Tel 999 for emergencies
Tel 0845 4647 for NHS Direct (nurse advice)

General Help lines
Child line – Tel 0800 1111
NSPCC Tel 0808 800 5000
Parentline plus – Tel 0808 800 2222

Domestic Abuse Projects and Help Lines
National Domestic Violence
Helpline 0808 200 0247
Victim Support
Victim Care Unit
Tel. 0300 303 1979
www.victimsupport.org.uk
Independent Domestic and Sexual Abuse Crisis Support Service
Tel. 0300 303 3797
cumbriaidsva@victimsupport.org.uk
Report Domestic Violence online
You can report domestic violence safely and anonymously online.
www.notinmyhome.co.uk
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Churches Together in Cumbria
Christian communities working in partnership to tackle domestic violence.
Churches Together DV Champions:
The Revd Eleanor Hancock - Tel. 01228 527106
Rosemary Campbell – Tel. 07778220810
Samaritans
Tel. 116 123
Email jo@samaritans.org
www.samaritans.org.uk
Stop it Now! England
Helpline for abusers, potential abusers and others concerned with sexual abuse
Tel: 01372 847 160
For confidential emails: help@stopitnow.org.uk
Email: office@stopitnow.org.uk
www.stopitnow.org.uk
Women’s Aid
Tel 0808 2000 247
Email helpline@womensaid.org.uk
www.womensaid.org.uk

Support for perpetrators
Respect (for perpetrators)
Tel. 0808 802 4040
www.respect.uk.net

Resources for adult survivors of abuse
Christian Survivors of Sexual Abuse
Support and self-help for survivors
Email enquiries@christiansurvivors.com
www.christiansurvivors.com
Support and networking for survivors of sexual abuse by those in ministry
NAPAC (National Association for People Abused in Childhood)
Tel. 0808 801 0331
Email support@napac.org.uk
www.napac.org.uk
RESPOND
For survivors or abusers with learning difficulties
0808 808 0700
Email admin@respond.org.uk
www.respond.org.uk
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Survivors UK
Support for male survivors
Tel. 020 3598 3898
Email info@survivorsuk.org
www.survivors.org.uk
S:Vox Support and self-help for survivors
Email svox@me.com
www.svox.org.uk
MACSAS
Minister and Clergy Sexual Abuse Survivors – a support group for women and men from
Christian background who have been sexually abused by ministers or clergy as adults or
children.
Tel. 0845 643 1145
www.macsas.org.uk

Useful websites
Dept. for Education and Skills
www.dfes.gov.uk/index.htm
Dept. of Health
www.dh.gov.uk/Home/fs/en
Home Office
www.homeoffice.gov.uk
Independent Safeguarding Authority
www.isa-gov.org.uk
Disclosure & Barring Service helpline 03000 200 190
email customerservice@dbs.gsi.gov.uk
Church of England
www.cofe.anglican.org
Diocese of Carlisle
www.carlislediocese.org.uk
CEOP for police internet guidance
www.thinkuknow.co.uk
Churches Child Protection Agency (independent organisation)
www.ccpas.co.uk
Carlisle Cathedral
www.carlislecathedral.org.uk
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Appendix 7 - Safeguarding Checklist for Carlisle Cathedral
Carlisle Cathedral
Name of person completing this checklist ……………………………………………………………...........Date …………………………………
In May 2013 the House of Bishops received a Bishops’ Safeguarding Checklist for Bishops to check and assure themselves safeguarding
was in place. In 2014 the implementation of this checklist was surveyed on behalf of the Archbishops’ Council and the House of Bishops
by the National Safeguarding team.
At the 9 February 2015 meeting of the Deans’ Conference it was agreed that the Deans of Gloucester and Chichester would work with the
National Safeguarding Team to draw up a Safeguarding Checklist for cathedrals. This would be used initially as a cathedral self-audit
followed, if necessary, by a cathedral safeguarding action plan drawn up to address any issues. It was suggested that the National
Safeguarding Team, at the invitation of the Conference of Deans, could then survey the cathedrals, say some nine months later, using a
refreshed self-audit, to establish the national picture.
Question

Yes/No Comments
Other

1. Has your Chapter accepted the House of Bishops safeguarding policies? 1
a) Promoting a Safe Church (safeguarding policy for adults) 2006
b) Protecting All God's Children (safeguarding policy for children and young people, 4th edition,
2010)
c) Responding Well to those who have been sexually abused (2011)
d) Responding to Domestic Abuse (guidelines for those with pastoral responsibility, 2006)
e) Safeguarding Guidelines relating to Safer Recruitment (2015)
2. If yes please give the date when agreed.
3. Has your Chapter produced separate cathedral versions which combine all of the House of Bishops
requirements along with additional local provision? These should include
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)
1

The House of Bishops policies
The Diocesan safeguarding policies, if produced
Safeguarding children – including children in choirs
Safeguarding adults who may be at risk of abuse or neglect
Responding to survivors / victims of abuse
Responding to domestic abuse

The House of Bishops’ safeguarding policies can be found on the Church House Westminster website here
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Question
l)

Yes/No Comments
Other

Safer Recruitment

4. If yes please give the date when agreed.
5. Is the primary safeguarding adviser for children and adults who may be at risk of abuse or neglect
(including adults reporting abuse) properly qualified and skilled in
a) Adult protection work
b) Child protection work
What relevant qualifications do they hold? (Relevant professional qualification or equivalent (for
example; social work, health, teaching, law, police etc.) with current registration where applicable.
c)
d)
e)
f)

None
Don’t know
Qualification 1
Qualification 2
g) Other please specify
6. Is the Safeguarding Adviser a joint appointment with the Diocese?
7. How many hours a week is the safeguarding adviser contracted for in the Cathedral?
a) Does this include time for training?
b) Do you consider this to be sufficient?
c) To whom is he / she accountable in the safeguarding adviser job description?
Accountable to:8. Is there a link to the safeguarding adviser’s contact details on the homepage of your cathedral
website
9. Do you have a safeguarding group?
a) Jointly with the Diocese?
b) Jointly with the Diocese and separately one for the Cathedral?
c) Just for the Cathedral?
10. Does the safeguarding group have representation 2 from
a) Senior Chapter clergy?
b) Key staff?
c) External safeguarding professionals?
2

Protecting all God’s Children HoB 2010 page 59 para A4.2 lists suggested membership
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Question

Yes/No Comments
Other

d) These include (delete /add) Police, Adults/ Children Services, Health, Other
11. Does the safeguarding group have an independent lay chair?
a) Please provide name and email contact details for the Chair of the safeguarding group
 Name
 Email
12. How do you link with diocesan Authorised Listeners 3 for victims / survivors of abuse?
Describe:
13. Have you a written protocol for immediate response to information about abuse 4 (past or current) by a
member of the clergy or any other adult in a church role?
a) Does it include the safeguarding adviser having immediate access to the Dean, Bishop and
senior staff on urgent safeguarding concerns?
b) Does it include the safeguarding adviser having access to routine ways to engage with the
cathedral senior staff team?
14. Does the safeguarding adviser have systems in place to be informed of those who are known to pose
a risk, especially those with convictions for abuse, who attend the cathedral?
a) Does the safeguarding adviser have systems in place to monitor the progress, of those who
are known to pose a risk, especially those with convictions for abuse, who attend local
churches
b) How many agreements are in place
c) Of these how many have been reviewed in the past years
15. In your cathedral, how many
a) Senior Clergy are there and how many have had safeguarding training in the past 3 years?
b) Lay members of Chapter are there and how many have had safeguarding training in the past
3 years
16. How many clergy minister in the cathedral on a regular basis (including those with PTO and daily
Chaplains)?
a) How many clergy (including those with PTO and daily Chaplains) have had safeguarding
training in the last 3 years
3
4

Responding Well to those who have been sexually abused HoB 2011 page 6 paragraph 5
Responding to serious safeguarding situations (draft)
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Question

Yes/No Comments
Other

b) How many are authorised by the Cathedral to hear confessions?
c) Have those authorised to hear confessions in the cathedral been trained in hearing
confessions from survivors / victims and perpetrators of abuse?
17. How many Readers who hold the Bishop’s licence minister in the cathedral?
a) How many of the Readers who hold the Bishop’s licence have had safeguarding training in
the last 3 years
18. How many lay people in the cathedral, who work with children and adults who may be at risk of abuse
or neglect, are eligible to be DBS checked?
a) How many of these who are DBS checked have had safeguarding awareness training in the
last 3 years?

19. The Church requires renewal of DBS for those that require it every five years. How many DBS
renewals in the cathedral are outside this standard?
20. How many lay people (who are not eligible for DBS checks e.g. guides, stewards, coffee shop
personnel, and security staff) have regular contact with children and adults who may be at risk of
abuse or neglect?
a) How many of these have had safeguarding training in the last three years?
21. Who provides your safeguarding training to ensure all are trained every 3 years:
a) Safeguarding Adviser
b) Other (please specify)

22. Has the cathedral commissioned any independent safeguarding risk assessment in the last 3 years?
a) How many?
b) What is the background / role of those commissioned to undertake a safeguarding risk
assessment?
(Leave, delete or add) Safeguarding Adviser from another Diocese , ex-police officer,
specialist agency e.g. Lucy Faithful, other (please specify)

Graham Tilby, National Safeguarding Adviser graham.tilby@churchofengland.org
Essential blessing conference, 29 April 2015
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Appendix 8 - Terms and Conditions of Hire Agreement
1. The signing of this booking form by your representative (“You”) constitutes an offer which,
if accepted by the Cathedral Church of the Holy and Undivided Trinity of Carlisle (“the
Cathedral”), will incorporate the booking form and these booking conditions as the entire
agreement between You and the Cathedral for the hire of the Cathedral including its
grounds (“the Premises”). These conditions may be varied without notice at any time by
the Cathedral.
2. The Cathedral may cancel your booking at any time up to the date of the period of hire
specified on the booking form (“the Hire Period”) by notifying You of the cancellation, and
returning any booking fee. You may only cancel your booking with agreement from the
Cathedral.
3. Subject to Clause 2, the booking fee and any disbursements or costs incurred by the
Cathedral in connection with your hire must be paid within 5 working days of confirmation
of your booking or on demand, whichever is sooner, and are non-refundable.
4. Children (aged under 18) or adults who may be at risk of abuse or neglect present during
the activity for which the premises are being hired must be cared for at all times in
accordance with best practice safeguarding requirements. You should have your own
Safeguarding Policy and procedures, a copy of which must be shown to the Cathedral
representative dealing with your hiring. In the event of your not having your own policy,
your signature on this hire agreement is also your undertaking to implement the Cathedral’s
Safeguarding Policy, at all times, a copy of which will be shown to you.
5. You are responsible for obtaining (without limitation), any and all licences, consents,
permissions and approvals for your proposed activities from any relevant third parties.
6. You are responsible for ensuring all relevant Health & Safety requirements, including
(without limitation) the requirements set out in the Health & Safety at Work Act 1974, for
your use of the Premises are complied with, and that First Aid cover is arranged for the
duration of the Hire Period. In any event, You shall ensure that the Cathedral’s Steward
Policy (a copy of which is available on request) is complied with at all times during the Hire
Period.
7. Notwithstanding Clause 5 above, You shall ensure that all gangways, entrances and exits
are kept free from obstruction throughout the Hire Period. In addition all of your staff,
agents, associates, visitors and guests (“Attendees”) must be made aware of the Fire Exits
and Fire Evacuation Procedure which shall be provided to You.
8. You are responsible for ensuring that You and all Attendees comply with any and all bylaws, customs and rules of the Cathedral, as well as any direction given to You or your
Attendees before or during the Hire Period. Failure to do so will result in You and/or your
Attendees being excluded from the Premises.
9. You shall ensure that no damage is caused to the Premises or any furniture, fixture or
fitting on the Premises during the Hire Period, and that the Premises are left in a clean and
tidy condition at the end of the Hire Period. You shall pay to the Cathedral on demand any
cost incurred by it in cleaning the Premises as a result of your failure to comply with this
clause
10. Any planned service, service papers, exhibition, speakers or preacher must receive the
prior written approval of The Dean’s Staff Meeting. If The Dean approves the request for a
speaker or preacher, the necessary invitations will be made by The Dean at your expense.
You agree to indemnify the Cathedral against any costs incurred making such invitations
and not to invite any speaker or preacher yourself.
11. The Cathedral must be consulted prior to the playing of any music during the Hire Period.
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12. You shall ensure that all service materials are provided in sufficient amounts for the number
of Attendees to the Cathedral two working days prior to the Hire Period, and that You have
obtained permission for the use of any third party copyrights.
13. Any equipment or layout required must be provided with the signed booking form and in
any event, with full details provided to the Cathedral no less than five working days before
the Hire Period. No subsequent alteration of the fixtures, fittings, equipment or furniture is
permitted.
14. All proposals for catering during the Hire Period must receive prior approval from The
Dean’s Staff Meeting.
15. Smoking is not permitted in any part of the Premises.
16. No unlawful or immoral behaviour is permitted on the Premises including (without limitation)
any behaviour in breach of any of the Cathedral bylaws, customs or rules.
17. No photography, videos or recordings whatsoever are permitted within the Premises
without the prior written consent of The Dean.
18. The Premises close at 10:30pm, and You and all Attendees must vacate the Premises
before this time.
19. If applicable, You may collect and return keys by prior arrangement with the Cathedral.
You agree to indemnify the Cathedral against any loss, expense, damages, fee or costs
incurred as a result of your possession of the keys.
20. You are responsible for ensuring that any property or activities on the Premises in
connection with your hire are appropriately insured, save that the Cathedral shall insure
the buildings. You or your Attendees shall not take any action or fail to take any action
which would invalidate or reduce payment under any insurance policy.
21. You shall indemnify the Cathedral against all losses, damages, expenses, fees and costs
arising out of your hire and/or any breach of these conditions save that the Cathedral shall
be liable for death, personal injury and damage to property caused by its own negligence.
The Cathedral accepts no liability for loss or damage to your equipment or property.
22. This agreement shall be governed by English law and the parties submit themselves to the
exclusive jurisdiction of the English courts.
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Appendix 9 – Safeguarding Policy Data and Review
Carlisle Cathedral Dean & Chapter Safeguarding Policy Data and Review
Date last reviewed ……………………………………….
Date next review due (November following)
Date Cathedral Policy approved by Chapter ……………………………………….. (Statutory
meeting in November)

Legal
The Children’s Act 1989 and the Home Office Code of Practice “Safe from Harm” requires
voluntary organisations to ensure the safety of all children under 18 in their care.

The Cathedral Church of the Holy and Undivided Trinity, Carlisle has adopted the safeguarding
children guidelines of the Church of England and the Carlisle Cathedral Safeguarding Policy
(based on Carlisle Diocese policy) with all necessary amendments.

Persons with oversight of Cathedral Safeguarding
The Dean & Chapter have appointed the Canon Warden to be the Chapter’s Safeguarding
Lead with operational responsibility for the day to day conduct of safeguarding. Canon
Warden’s contact details.

The Dean & Chapter have appointed Dr Philip Herrick as the Cathedral Lay Safeguarding
Lead for a period of 2 years from 9th March 2015.

Name

………………………………………………………..

Address

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Tel. No

………………………………………………………...

e-mail

…………………………………………………………
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Health and Safety Assessment
Operational responsibility for Health and Safety resides with the Director of Strategic
Operations. The reporting structure for Health and Safety is through the monthly Fabric SubCommittee. The Cathedral’s Health & Safety Policy can be inspected on the Cathedral’s
website http://www.carlislecathedral.org.uk/safeguarding
Risk Assessments for activities covered by the Cathedral’s Safeguarding Policy must be
lodged with the Dean’s PA and placed on the Safeguarding file. The Chapter Safeguarding
Lead and the Cathedral Lay Safeguarding Lead are responsible for checking the
implementation of these risk assessments. They will pay due attention to premises, activities,
procedures, equipment, staffing and all other issues which may affect the potential safety of
the children. The Chapter requires all those whose roles have a safeguarding focus to refresh
their understanding of the Cathedral’s Health & Safety and Safeguarding Policies.

The Dean & Chapter requires that every other organisation which uses its premises will
regularly conduct a similar assessment.

Insurance
The Cathedral ensures appropriate insurance (and third party liability) cover exists for all
participants in the activities that it organises.

The Cathedral carries full Public Liability Insurance for all precinct buildings and the Cathedral
itself.

All insurance is placed with the Ecclesiastical Insurance Group. Copies of the

Cathedral’s policies can be inspected in the Cathedral Office.

The Chapter requires that any individual or organisation using its premises will also provide
adequate insurance cover. The Cathedral Office requires sight of this cover.

Appointment of Voluntary and paid staff who work with children
In accordance with the Government document “Safe from Harm” and the Cathedral policy
regarding Safer Recruitment the Chapter will ensure that all those who work with children or
adults who may be at risk of abuse or neglect will be properly appointed, trained and
supervised. This will include:
xxxxx

When appointing new staff – before they begin their role


Appropriate Job Descriptions will be drawn up in advance;



Formal interviews will be held;



At least two References will be sought and taken up;



A Confidential declaration will be completed;



All new personnel will be required to complete a DBS disclosure before they are
appointed and will be expected to complete a probationary period of at least 6 months
before their appointment is reviewed and confirmed.

Existing staff –


Will be given a written Job Description which will be updated each year;



If this was not done at the time of their original appointment then any references
which were obtained but not taken up will now be pursued;



Renew their DBS disclosure every five years

All staff –


Will receive regular in-service training



Will be properly supervised

Activities/Organisations
The following activities/organisations have been approved by the Dean & Chapter for the
twelve month period from the date of this policy.
Cathedral Choir
Cathedral Youth Choir
Carlisle Cantate Choir
Outreach Co-ordinator
Education Dept
Bellringing
Citykidz
Plus+ Youth Group and
Connect Children’s work
Pastoral Link Visitors
Pastoral Sitting Service
Hospital Chaplaincy Support
Team

Mr J L Suter
Mr E Taylor
Mr E Taylor
Dr A Howard
Mrs S Suter
Mr R East
Canon M Manley
Canon M Manley
Canon J Kearton
Canon J Kearton
Canon J Kearton
Mrs P Porter

(NB Safeguarding responsibility for this activity lies with the Hospital Trust)

yyyyy

Name of organisation

………………………………………………………………………

Name of Leader

………………………………………………………………………

Contact Tel. No.

………………………………………………………………………

Address

………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Name of authorised helper.

……………………………………………………………………

(This section of the form to be repeated for each organisation)

Allegations of Child Abuse
Allegations against anyone who attends any Cathedral activity will be fully and honestly dealt
with. The Cathedral procedures will be followed (in section 6i). All allegations will be taken
seriously and recorded. The DSA and the Social Services or Police will be contacted without
delay, and all information will be shared.

Disclosures
Any child who makes a disclosure or allegation of child abuse will be sensitively and
appropriately dealt with, following the Cathedral policy (section 6i). Any adult to whom a
disclosure is made will contact the Diocesan Safeguarding Adviser and will follow his/her
advice. When appropriate, the person to whom the disclosure has been made will pass on the
information immediately to the Social Services and/or the Police.

Suspicions
Any member of the Cathedral who suspects that a child is being abused in any way whatsoever
will immediately contact the Diocesan Safeguarding Adviser and follow his/her advice.

Confidentiality
Confidential information concerning any adult or child will be fully protected.

Complaints
Any complaint against any of the Cathedral clergy will be dealt with initially by The Dean and
thereafter by the Diocese of Carlisle. In the case of a complaint about The Dean, the Diocesan
Bishop will be informed.
zzzzz

Any complaint against any Cathedral employee will be dealt with initially by their line manager
and thereafter by The Dean & Chapter in accordance with the Cathedral’s current complaints
procedure. If a complaint relates to children in any way, the DSA will be informed immediately.

Monitoring & Review
This policy will be reviewed annually at the Chapter’s November Statutory meeting.

A copy of the policy will be sent to the DSA.

Dean ........................................................................................................................................

Canon Warden ........................................................................................................................

Cathedral Lay Safeguarding Lead ..........................................................................................

Date ..................................................................................
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Safeguarding Adults who may be at risk of abuse or neglect
Policy for the Cathedral Church of the Holy & Undivided Trinity, Carlisle
Date last reviewed ……………………………………………..

Appendix 1 b
Cathedral Policy for the Safeguarding of Adults in the Cathedral
The Dean & Chapter approved this policy at the November Chapter meeting held on
………………………………….
This policy will be reviewed each year to monitor the progress which has been achieved.

The Dean & Chapter has appointed a Chapter Safeguarding Lead and a Cathedral Lay
Safeguarding Lead for adults who may be at risk of abuse or neglect who will ensure the
implementation of this policy and the Cathedral policy for Safeguarding, and give regular
reports to the Dean & Chapter.
The persons appointed for the twelve months from the date of this policy is –
Chapter Safeguarding Lead:
The Revd Canon Jan Kearton
3 The Abbey
CARLISLE
CA3 8TZ
Tel 01228 521857
Email canonwarden@carlislecathedral.org.uk
Cathedral Lay Safeguarding Lead:
Dr Philip Herrick
Fircroft
Houghton
CARLISLE
CA6 4HZ
Tel 01228 526031
Email philip@drherrick.me.uk
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1. We recognise that everyone has different levels of vulnerability and that each of us may be
regarded as vulnerable at some time in our lives;
2. As members of this Cathedral we commit ourselves to respectful pastoral care for all adults
to whom we minister;

3. We commit ourselves to the safeguarding of people who may be vulnerable, ensuring their
well-being in the life of this Cathedral;

4. We commit ourselves to promoting safe practice by those in positions of trust;

5. The Dean & Chapter commits itself to promoting the inclusion and empowerment of
people who may be vulnerable;

6. It is the responsibility of each of us to prevent the physical, emotional, sexual, financial
and spiritual abuse of vulnerable people (children/adults) and to report any such abuse that
we discover or suspect;

7. We undertake to exercise proper care in the appointment and selection of those who will
work with children or adults who may be at risk of abuse or neglect;

8. The Cathedral is committed to supporting, resourcing, training and regularly reviewing
those who undertake work amongst children or adults who may be at risk of abuse or
neglect;

9. The Dean & Chapter adopts the guidelines of the Church of England and the Diocese of
Carlisle.

10. Each person who works with vulnerable children/adults will agree to read and abide by
these recommendations and the guidelines established by this Cathedral.
Dean

…………………………………………………….

Chapter Safeguarding Lead

…………………………………………………….

Cathedral Lay Safeguarding Lead …………………………………………………….
Date

........................................................................
KNSafeguarding/PolicySafeAdultsVulnReview
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Appendix 10 – Safeguarding Posters
i)

Safeguarding Poster displayed in the Song Room and the Education Centre.
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Appendix 10 – Safeguarding Posters
ii)

Safeguarding Poster displayed near the Choir stalls when the Choir is singing.
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Appendix 10 – Safeguarding Posters
iii)

Safeguarding Poster displayed at: the Welcome Desk, the Lay Clerks’
noticeboard, the Prior’s Tower, Education Centre, the Cathedral Office, the
Prior’s Kitchen and The Lodge.
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